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Senior Seminar,
FOCAmayget
the council axe
0 June 11 vote could change core requirements
By Scott Carlson

Bachelor's of Fine Arts, which
News E!ltor
would mean 18 hours of elecA proposal to change some of tives.
the college's General Education
Students would also have to
Core requirements could spell take a freshman seminar, geared
the end of two of Columbia's toward making the transition
most widel y panned
from high school to colclasses mandatory for ~
:
lege easier, as well as
providing reflection time
graduation senior •
seminar and foundations • .
on stud~nts' future career
of computer applica- !t
posstblltues.
tions.
'
"There's a lot of
If passed, the proposSTIOUT LIFE research that shows the
al,
created
by
freshman year is a critiColumbia 's Academic Affairs cal year, so we came to the conCarrie Bergagna/The Chronicle
Committee and set for voting in elusion that it would be good to
Columbia's Film & Video Department hosted 'The Sig Screen,' the department's eighth annual
College Council June II, would have a mandatory freshman
student film festival, May 13. A juried competition with prizes, the festival highlights the best stunot only reshape some of seminar," said Johnson-Odim.
dent-produced films during the year. For the full story on the festival, see page 21.
Columbia's core requireme nts "The course would not be j ust
for graduation and change the an introduction to the college,
first year experience of incom- but an intellectual reflection."
ing freshmen, but rename the
Johnson-Odim said once the
general education requirements course, which would be phased
0 Producers hope year-end senior showcase becomes a Chicago scene
as Liberal Arts and Sciences in with 25 percent of students
courses, in an attempt to make over the course of four years, I By Scott Carlson
parades with minimal advcnising students show a body of work,"
their purposes more transparent had a foothold with students, it f _News Editor
to a massive monthlong· celebra- said Brown, who is the director of
tion. Manifest now culminates in the Glass Cunain Gallery and the
for students.
will eventually be joined by a
In
between
coordinating an "urban ans festival." where the producer of Manifest. "We've
According to Cheryl Johnson- junior year colloquium, which
exhibits in the Glass Cunain and work of no less than 1.000 seniors always showcased student work,
Odim, dean of the School of the would allow students to look at
the Hokin galleries, Carol Ann will be exhibited in 12 galleries but now we've made it a complete
Liberal Arts and Sciences who their major and write an intelBrown devotes most of her school alongside 31 live acts on three out- package.''
spearheaded the project, the lectual piece about their future
year to getting ready for one door stages- not counting the
proposal would pare the core career.
Now in its third year, Manifest
month and, to a cenain extent, one ongoing acts performed by the was designed as a way for graduatnumber of hours in an attempt to
The
colloquium
would
in
that
month.
day
leave breathing space for elec- rollover many points of the
school's Tic Toe project.
ing students to have the chance to
In three years, she's seen the
ti ve courses. The bachelor's Senior Seminar class, which
It's tiring, she said, but it 's also showcase their work, said Mark
Manifest
program-Columbia's
degree requirements would be Johnson-Odim said has many
expected, especially at a perform- Kelly, vice president of Student
all-encompassing showcase of ing ans school such as Columbia.
sheared from 48 to 42 hours, merits, but would be better suitAffairs. Every senior has the
senior
work
which
she
producesleaving about 24 hours for elec- ed for juniors. If the proposal
"There's an expectation that
See Manifes t Page 6
move
from
a
few
an
walks
and
See Liberal a rts Page 8
tives, and from 48 to 36 for a
many other an schools have, that

I Manifest to show work of 1,000 students

DVD tells Chicago River's tale
0 Local fi lmmaker's documentary project includes famed and local directors
By Matthew Jaster
A&E Editor

Photo by Jessica Faith

D.P. Carlson (left), director of 'Chicago Filmmakers
on the Chicago River,' and Jim Sikora, director of
'Bring Me the Head of Gera ldo Rivera,' c ruise down
Chicago's most famo us waterway.
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It's historic and polluted, beautiful
yet abused, a landmark that represents a
gateway through every twist and tum
that is Chicago. A ride down the
Chicago River tells a thousand stories.
In 1996, Chicago filmmaker D.P.
Carlson wanted to tell one more.
From 1996 to 1998, Carlson spent his
life filming scenes for his documentary.
The DVD is a collection of stories from
film directors talking about the filmmaking process and the influence
Chicago has had on their careers.
"I wanted to scout the river for a film
shoot," Carlson said. "When I staned
thinking about.the process, I thought it

might be interesting to put filmmakers
on a boat and have them talk about their
craft."
The
documentary
features
Hollywood directors such as Andrew
Davis, Michael Mann, Harold Rarnis
and John Landis as well as independent
filmmakers such as Tom Palazzolo,
Ayanna U'Dongo and Louis Antonelli.
By the end of the shoot, more than 27
filmmakers, critics and politicians had
contributed to the production.
"I realized during the filmmaking
process that I wasn't going to follow a
cenain structure," Carlson said. "It was
always more about the struggle of independent filmmaking than anything
else."

Principal photography began during
the dying green of the Chicago River
for St. Patrick's Day in March of 1996.
The first day didn't exactly go as
planned.
"We had a crew of two, including
myself, and a last minute phone call out
to William Friedkin who was in town
with his wife Sherry Lansing," Carlson
said. "They never returned my call so
we made the best of it."
Andrew Dav is, director of The
Fugitive and Holes, was the ftrst filmmaker to commit to the project. He
offered a great deal of advice on the
DVD to potential filmmakers.
Carlson took this advice to heart
See Rive r Page 28
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Ma 17 2004

Chris Coates Editor-in-Chief
Coates thanks 'Hoos ier Helpers'

T

I' Calendar:: May 17-21
MONDAY
0 Columbia ·s Museum of Contemporary Photography,
in conjunction with the celebration of the I Oth anniversary
of the Chicago-Hamburg Sister Cities program, presents
"Utopia's
Backyard."
1
· The exhibition features the work of five German contem. porary artists-Peter Dombrowe, Beate Gutschow, Peter
. Piller and Jeanne Faust with Jom Zehe-a>ncemed with
issues of truth and authenticity.
On view in the museum through July 2 in the Alexandroff
Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., the exhibition is free
and open to the public. For more information, call (312)
344-7104.

TUI!SDAY
0 The Museum of Contemporary Photography presents
a lecture by Natasha Egan, associate director of the museum.
Her lecture focuses on the museum's current exhibition,
"Shimon Attie: The History of Another." Egan's lecture
begins at noon in the museum in the Alexandroff Campus
Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave.
For more information, call (3 12) 344-7104.

-IDAY
0 The Film and Video Department presents Advanced
Production Screening.
The screening. a showcase of work produced by students
in advanced production classes. includes several award-winning films, such as Han11less by Dmitry Burdein and Two
Days in Umbo by Daniel Pico.
The screening starts at 6 p.m. in Room 302 of the 1104
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. For more information, call
(312) 344-6708.

1HUR8DAY
0 The English Department presents a reading and
release party for the current issue of the Columbia Poetry
Review magazine.
Contributors to this year's issue of the English
Department's student-edited, nationally distributed poetry
magazine are slated to read their work . The winners of the
2004 Eileen Lannan Poetry Prize, sponsored by the
Academy of American Poets, will also be announced.
The free event begins at 5:30 p.m. in the Ferguson
Theater, located in the Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S.
Michigan Ave. For more information, call (3 12) 344-8 138.

PIUDAY
0 The Television Department presents Premiere Night,
a celebration of work of student writers, producers, directors, on-air talent and production crews invo lved in the six
programs produced in the Television Department-"South
Loop", "CC.TV", "Newsbeat", "Out On A Limb", "Metro
Minutes" and "Frequency TV".
This event, which starts at6 p.m. in studios A, Band Con
the 15th floor of the Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S.
Michigan Ave., is open to the public. Refreshments will be
served. For more information, call (3 12) 344-7482.

Correction
In the article "Officialb: No Shots Fired at Talent
Show," in the May 10 edition, The C hronicle erro:
ncously indicated that an April 22 "OiggeM Mouth"
talent ~how wa~ a "hip-hop" event. In fact, only two
<A the 16 pcrformerMwere hip-hop performers, one of
the event's organ1zers said. The Chronicle regrets the
error.
THf

<CCO>lL\OM~IlA Cf.H!l.llONUCU.Ie
If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344-7255 or
e-mail chronlcle@colum.edu.

he guy who put the spare
tire on my car didn't want
the $10 I offered him.
Stranded on the side of Interstate
94 o utside Gary, Ind., the member
of Hoosier Helpers, as they're
called, was just doing his job.
I was just trying to get to
Michigan to see my mom on
Mother's Day.
C lad in an safety vest, the
Hoosier Helper jacked up my lillie
car. kicked the flat tire off its rusted nuts and put the "donut" o n as if
he's helped hundreds of o ther dumb
motorists who don't think to fill up
an underinflated tire before they
make a three-hour drive that mercifu lly included portions of northwest Indiana.
Thank goodness for those kindhearted Hoosiers.
And while in front of my girlfriend I acted as if I knew how to
change a blown tire, I secretly had
no idea where to start. Something
al>Qut tightening the lug nuts in a
stal'-like fashion.
.fior him, it was just another day
o~e jo.,:...helping idiot motorists
to get o n their way. preferably o ut
of'Gary, Ind .
I would imagine there's something rewarding about working
with your hands all day, he lping
people in a moment of c risis.
For my Hoosier Helper, he gets
to see the product of his hard work
every day. I'm quite jealous of
people who get to do that for a living- police officers, firefighters,
mechanics and the like.
When I entered college not so
long ago to study journalism, I felt
selfish for going into an industry
that relied so lillie on physical
labor. It was a bit out of the ordinary. actually.
Unlike my grandfather. who
worked for years at an electricity
factory along the Detroit River. I
wanted to be a writer, a thinker.

9 years ago in
·The Chronicle
It was a source of big complaints
back in 1995, and it topped the news
for the May 22 edition o f T he
Chronicle: "Maintenance woes continue."
Top grumbles? The "overall cleanliness of tho campus buildings," broken
library equipment and an o ld standby-elevator malfunctions.
According to the article, o ne student
"fell four stories and suffered seconddegree burns" when he climbed out of
a stuck elevlitor in the Wabash Cnmpus
, Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
,JI'he problems continued even nftcr
the. accident. we reported.
"Sometimes, you hit the elevntor
nnd you wait forever before you realize
thnt the button light went out nnd you
hnve to hit it again to get service," said
one student.
The article cited severnl college ol'f1cluls who promised the problems
wou ld get lixcd soon.
Almost a decade later, eollc11c ofllclals arc sti ll prornlsln11 to lix similar
problems. This time, they're Maylng
our elcvutor woeH will ccusc this summer.

Writers don't have to lift anything and that was fine with me .!
Where I'm from in Michigan~
the collection of communit ies sopth
of Detroit known as "Downriverfeveryone has a connection to the
automotive industry.
Henry Ford's Rouge Plant, once
the country's largest, bellows along
the Detroit border. Steel factories,
many abandoned, dot the river.
Smoke is heavy.
This isn't a place for deep thinking. Nearly everyone I know from
ho me works either deep in the gallows of an auto factory or in a
related service industry that
depends on people who work in
factories.
My mom works in a dental office
working on autoworkers. My good
friend's dad is a public high school
computer teacher helping the kids
of Mazda workers. My dad used to
work in a factory that made paint
they put on the Ford Taurus.
Other dads were in charge o f
driving rivets . Some moms tacked
carpeting into minivans all day or
all nisht. Same job, same process,
over and over again.
Downriver, the area where so
many of those factory workers li'v e,
is populated by men and women
just like my Hoosier Helper.
They count their achievements
by the number of cars completed.
There's nothing tangible about
the wrillen word.
This field that I have chosen, like
many of you. is one that is constant ly evolving. Communicators
and artists have to be o n the top of
their games. There's no falling
asleep at the switch.
It's scary.
But is it worth it? What do we
have to s how for it? A piece of
w riting? A videocassene? A sculpture?
In the end, I fear that we artists
and communicators aren't needed

Don't quit your d•ytlme job
Students majoring in writing, take
note-Procter and Gamble is scouring
colleges for the next big soap opera
authors.
The company, which produces the
long-running
daytime
dramas
"Guiding Light" and "As the World
Turns," is sponsoring a contest for college students interested in writing for
television. Students with lo ng-term
story ideas for characters o n either
show have the chnnce to win a trip to
New York to meet with the shows'
writers , producers and executive
tenms.
Interested students should cilntact
pgpcollegewritingchnllenge@televest.
corn for contest rcgulmions nnd entry
pnckcts by Oct. I.

•second Sight' gets •cn~zy'
Garnett Kilbcrg-Cohcn, d1ahwmnnn
of the English Depm1rncnt, w~~~ nwnrded
the Crnzyhorsc Nutiunnl Fiction Pri7.o of
$1.000 for her sho11 story, "Second
slsht."
Kllbcrs-C'ohcn's story will nppcllr in
the full 2004 issue of rnzyhorsc, which
publishes poetry, lktlon nnd ~:ritlclsm.
Pust conu·lbutoi'N to the IIIIIJIII7.1nc Include
Rnymond Cmvo1· nnd Andt'C Dubus.

to s upport our civilization. We're
just entertainment, something the
real workers tune into when they
have a few minutes of downtime.
Doctors, on the other hand, are
always in demand. So are auto
mechanics. Teachers, as well. Toll
booth operators, too.
But journalists? Do we really
need film editors? What about disc
jockeys? Actors?
If all the radio stations stopped
broadcasting right now, what would
happen? If New York Minute
weren't made, would society come
to screeching halt?
Of course, not. We'd get by. We
did before the printing press. We
did before the projector. We did
before the VCR.
But what would happen if all the
soldiers stopped fighting, the police
officers sto pped arresting criminals
and the nurses stopped working to
save lives?
I am about to enter a world in
which my chosen profession is not
necessary. Art, entertainment and
communication are not part of the
matrix necessary to s upport life.
It's not "food, shelter, clothing
and newspaper reporters."
Sadly, life would exist without
us.
It wouldn ' t be as fun, but it
would be much harder if there
weren't, say, train engineers, tow
truck drivers or certified public
accountants.
And it would be harder without
that guy who changed my tire.
Maybe I should have to ld him
that, although he did take my crisp
$ 10 after some prodding. As I
pulled off 1-94 to look for a tire
store and his truck's fl ashing lights
disappeared in my rear view mirror,
I thought about where my 10 bucks
would end up.
Maybe he spent part of it on a
newspaper.
--ccoates@chroniclemail.com

CAMPUS N EWS
Student speaks
about reliving
family tragedy

3

0 NFL player faces new felony DUI charges
By Andrew Greiner
News Edlor

Courtesy Norman AJexandroff

Mirron 'Mike' Alexandroff, shown here in the mid-1950s, is the former Col u~ bia president credite,d
with transforming the school into the. (!rts and communications college that tt ts today. Alexan9roff s
history of Columbia, 'A Different ~rur:nmer.' is curre~tly avatlable tn the Campus Bookstore tn the
South Campus Building, 624 S. Mtchtgan Ave.

Book explores school's legacy
0 ·Former president chionicles CoJ~,~mbia's transformation, history
carr.still feel it," she said.
Those same philosophies that
Alexandroff's family can rememThree years after his death, ber him applying to the college
Alexandra Eidenberg-Aiexandroff were released in April, nearly three
still misses her grandfather, the man years after his death, in book for- ·
whose words, she said, helped mat.
change the way she thinks about
On
April
20, Columbia
life.
announced the sale of A Diffe rent
· Buf she can still feel his presence, Drummer, a history of Columbia
especially when she's at Columbia. from the time it started as the tiny
"Have you ever met one of those
Columbia School of Oratory,
people who ... everything they say
throughsomeofthe school 's toughjust betters you?'' she said.
est financial times and into a time
For Eidenberg-Aiexandroff, that
when the accredited school was
persop was her grandfather, the late
gaining national attention.
Mirron "Mike" Alexandroff,
Written by Alexandroff, the book
Columbia's former president of
tells about his, as well as his
father's, journey ·as president-as
well as the spokesman for and the
face of the school-and the challenges he and a wide cast of characters overcame in order to make the
school that no one had ever heard
of, a school where everyone felt
welcome to attend.
"I have. little memory of my early
impressions of Columbia, e~tcept
that when J was 12, it was a downtown place where my father
worked that had something to do
'Mirron 'Mike' Alexandroff
with schoolteachers and radio,"
Alexandroff wrote.
nearly 20 years and one of the
Years down the road, he saw the
founders of the school.
school as so much· more.
· Mike Alexandroff is credited
In the book, Alexandroff writes
with accepting ownership of a drasof times when the very existence of
tically smaller, younger Columbia
the school was at stake due to
in the 1960s and transforming it
financial hardships. He catalogs
into a version of the arts and com- budgetary f'jgures and monetary
munications school that it is today.
donations to the school and
He died in Apri l 2001 at age 78.
includes stories about graduation
"My grandfather believed everycommencements and one or two
one had a right to an education," choice school hangouts.
.
said his granddaughter, now a sophThe importance of the school's
omore early childhood education success - for it to be a diverse instimajor at Col umbia.
tutiori that offered a qualiiy educaHe used to pay · for students' tion to everyone who wanted to
tuition if they couldn't afford to go attend- is evident throughout A
to sl:hool at Columbia, she said, Different Dru11uner.
because he didn't want to tum any"I think I am, as my father was, a
one away from a proper education.
humanist, radical and elemental
And she said she can remember democrat," he wrote. "I am also, I
sitting on the floor of Alexandroff's think, a quintessential Chicagoan.
office, ·~ust hanging out" with her ... I have a comprehensive knowlgrandfather, as Columbia history edge of the city gathered over sevwas taking place just down the hall. enty-seven years, and I have supLittle did she know that, years ported Chicago's humane causes
later, she'd be a student there her- for my entire adult ~ife.... And I
self.
believe that my Columbia College
" My grandfather's ideas and service made a significant contribuphilosophies are not lost. ... You
By Lisa Balde
News Ecitor

tion to Chicago's welfare."
According to Norman, his son,
Alexandroff was commissioned to
do the book by his predecessor
John Duff, who served as
Columbia's president until 2000.
The book was supposed to compile the history of Columbia, as
Alexandroff knew it.
" I think it gave [my father] an ·
opportunity to reflect on the effort
he made, his father had made ...
and on all of the people who had
worked closely with bim over the
years," Norman Alexandroff said.
Norman Alexandroff said that his
father wrote the book mostly (rom
memory and from old meeting
records.
In the book's forward, Thomas
Cottle, now an education professor
at Boston University, wrote, " I see
Columbia College as a field of
dreams, a place with rare ability to
attract unusually gifted and caring
people, all with superlative credentials."
As a student, EidenbergAlexandroff said she also sees
Columbia as the school that her
grandfather intended.
But the book also shows how the
school has changed- perhaps differently in some ways than what
Alexandroff wanted, she said.
· "I think that my grandfather
believed in the growth of the college, [but] it's not the number of
students that matters," she said in
response to Alexandroff's past feelings about the growth of the college. " It's the quality of education;
numbers don't breed quality."
Eidenberg-Aiexandroff
said
she's concerned about tuition hikes
and the demographic switch of the
student population, but she said she
thinks her grandfather's general
goals for the school have been
served.
"My grandfather gave the school
momentum," she said. "And what
he stood for was so evident. That
feeling is still there; everyone is still
accepted."
Alexandroff's book, A Different
Dru11uner. is being sold by the college in Columbia's Bookstore in the
South Campus Building, 624 S. '
Michigan Ave.

Leo nard Little hits people for
a living. He has spent the past
seven years playing linebacker
for the St. Louis Rams. But
when Little s truck and killed
Susan Gutweiler in a drunken
driving accident in downtown
St. Louis nearly six years ago, it
was no game.
Little was convicted of involuntary manslaughter in June
1999, and he served 90 days of a
work-release jail sentence fol lowed by four years of probation.
Michael Gutweiler was 15
years old when his mother was
killed. Nearly six years after his
mother 's death, Gutweiler, now
a freshman graphic design major
at Columbia, is forced to
remember.
Little is once again in trouble.
He is facing felony DUI and
speedi ng charges after he was
arrested in Ladue, Mo., on April
24. If Little is convicted, he
cou ld face up to five years in
prison.
Gutweiler said he believes
Little deserves the maximum
sentence and that he deserves
even more.
"Ninety days of shock j ail for
taking a woman and a mother off
this earth is not enough,"
Gutweiler said. " [Little] should

athletes like Jayson Williams, or
even O.J. Simpson."
"The average Joe can't get out
of a speeding ticket," he said.
Gutweiler graduated high
school in 2001 and went on to
work construct ion jobs for a
couple of years in St: Louis. But
he knew that he wanted to go to
college.
" I stood back one day and said
that it is time to do it. I know she
really wanted me to go,"
Gutweiler said. "She always
wanted me to be the first one to
go to a real four year school."
He said that his mother went
to school part-time for 13 years
while s he worked to s upport
him .
Gutweiler said he absolutely
loves Chicago and that he is
never going back to live in St.
Louis. He ptomoted hip-hop
bands in St. Louis and said he
plans to try out the Ch icago hiphop market eventually.
He said seeing Little making
headlines again stirs up bad
memories.

" I feel it now, especially with
it being my first year in college
with finals coming and all. It
couldn't have come at a worse
time," Gutweiler said.
But Gutweiler said if Little is
convicted of these current felony
drunken driving charges, he
could feel some measure of jus-

Charles Kushner/The Chronicle

Columbia freshman Michael Gutweiler lost his mother in a drunken driving accident in 1998.
have gone to jail for the fu ll tice.
''I'd be happy to see him taken
seven years like the law s tates. If
you are guilty of manslaughter, away in cuffs," Guiweiler said.
you s hould get the full sentence "He's a j oke; he 's a disgrace to
of the law. There should be no the NFL," Gutweiler said .
According to the Associated
leniency at all."
Gutweiler said the circum- . Press, the NFL is reviewing
s tances mi ght have been diffe r- Little's case. After he was conent if the offender wasn't a s tar victed of manslaughter. he was
suspended witho ut pay for the
football player.
Little has been a part of the first half of the 1999 season.
"He's shown neglect for h imRams defense for hi s entire NFL
career.
Accordi ng
to self, for his teammates and for
www.nfl .com, Little ranked fifth the league," Gutwei ler said.
G utwei ler is hopeful that
in the league in sac ks for the
Little wi ll be convicted.
2003 regu lar season.
"I am a strong be liever in
"A ll celebriti es get s pec ial
treatment in court," Gutweiler karma, and I believe that he is
said. "Look at all these other getting what's coming to him,"
Gutwe iler said.
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Presenting the very first

interactive network.

If the only connection you have is through the Internet,
we invite you to come worship with us this Sunday: And
connect with something more powerful than a computer.

Students Welcome!
Christ the King
Lutheran Church, teLA
Join us ~v~ry Sunii'9' at I~ for Worship and Holy
<Ammuruon

1532 S. MidJipnAw..
(P:uking a>-aibble at O ld St. Mai)'s lot)

The Music Center of Co
1014 S

lumbia College Chicago

M1ch1 qan at 11 '" St

Thi s Week's Concert Hall

Events:

. w re ckless .co m
ww '·.

Mon. May 17

Singers Showcase

7:00PM

Student vocalists perfonn

RECKLESS

Tues. May 18

Compol?ition II Concert

12:30

PM

RECO~DS

International Contemporary Ensemble performs
student compositions
·

Styles for the Contemporary Singer
Student vocalists showcase their singing atyles 3:30
Wed. May 19

Jazz Combo Fest
Student jazz combos perform

Thurs. May 20

Composition II Concert

12:30

lnternatiooal Contemporary Ensemble perform•
more ~>tudMt compositions

Groove Band Concert

3:30

Stu<lMill porlorm var1oty of rOCk and futlon

Jonathan Pierre Senior Composition
7:30 PM
Recital

All EWtJnit q ualify tor Roclllll Altfm den co credl t.
1.4-Jtv, r,~tol'tf 1A~"" JAI! vlded by
l.lfi¥J lilt'I Mu tl~vM t , lr.a,
'

AJI • vt1ntt nr e freo.
Por moro Info: 312/3 44..f5300

BUY • SEL L • TRADE

SELL US YOUR USED CDS,
LPS, DVDS &VIDEO GAMES
FOR FAST AND EASY CASH
OR STOR
T

SEE THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LEADERSHIP FOR
MORE DETAILS.
1104 S. WABASH, SUITE 1 00
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Campus News

Cold calls
cause clash
0

Faculty opposes increased workload

By Andrew Greiner
News Edtor

A recent dispute between the
Columbia
College
Faculty
Oreanization and the college ·s
Ad';,issions Office comes down to
a misunderstanding over two
words: cold calling.
In April, Director of Admissions
Murphy Monroe circulated a memo
outlining a student recruitment initiative for the coUege.
"Admissions sent a list of applicant names. by department, to each
chairperson to have faculty, students or staff reach out to applicants
for the purpose of providing students with information about the
college," Monroe said.
Bart>ara Iverson, vice president
of CCFO and a faculty member in
the Journalism Department, read a
statement which rejected the plan at
the May 7 College Cooncil meeting.
·~ CCFO position is that the
administration should avoid such
requests to faculty to engage in
overt recruiting," Iverson said.
"While we realize that recruitment
is important to the growth of the
college, 'recruitment efforts,' in this
case cold calling from a list of high
school studCnts to see if any ques. lions can be answet'ed. does not fall
urm the purview of the faculty
contract"

But according to Monroe, the
term cold calling was misused.

"Cold calling, in the world of
marketing. has a very specific
meaning. No one expected any cold
calling," Monroe said.
Iverson said, that the CCFO felt
they were asked to do cold calling,
but if the calling was department
specifiC, she said, then it is urmstandable.
Monroe said that the recruitment
program is department specific. For
example, marketing chairs received
a list of students who applied for the
marketing program.
"We asked the faculty. who are
the best !oelhng poont for the school.
to contact pr~pecti ve student~."
Monroe .aid. -~~nese types of contact\ are i~trumental on swayong a
student's college deci~1on . May and
June are a poont of deci~ion for most
pr<Y.> pective studcn~ . "
Steven Kapelke, prov<Y.>t and vice
prel>ident for Academ1c Affair•. ~aid
th1s rC(.-ruitment initiatJve ~~ Mrictly
on a voluntary basis.
"I think .orne of the faculty felt
they were being forced to do this. I
thonk the key 1~ that they were being
aJ>ked to do it," Kapelke said. "If
[faculty I feel the compulsion to do

it they can."
Renee Hansen, president of
CCFO, said that the request comes
down to a workload issue for a faculty that is expected to develop their
professional portfolio during their
free time.
··our faculty are writers, poets
and artists," Hansen said. "When
they spend their time calling students, they are not doing what they
should be doing for their professions. [Administration] may be
gaining a marketer but they are losing a working professional."
Hansen said she is glad to hear
that the recruitment effort is being
couched as volunteer, but she said
some nontenure faculty might feel
pressured to do it anyway. Hansen
said that because it is a volunteer
program, faculty should feel free to
participate if they want
Iverson said that Columbia students might be a better choice for
recruiters. For prospective srudents,
a call from someone closer to their
age would do more than a call from
an instructor, she said.
"Before we overtax the faculty,
we should turn to the students,"
Iverson said.
Monroe said that there is already
a student ambassador program in
place. Columbia students call
prospective students throughout the
.year. These positions are paid,
Monroe said.
Rose Economou, a member of
the CCFO. said that she thinks calling prospective students is a good
idea
"We need to be more aggressive
and assertive toward high school
juniors and seniors," Economou
said.
Officials with the National
Association of College Admission
Counseling said that a faculty
phone call to prospective students is
a common practice at many universities.
Kapelke said that a number of
departments have been calling
prospective students for years.
Mark Kelly, vice president of
Student Affair~. said he understand~
that the faculty has a tremendou>
workload and.that there is a legitimate concern for them. but this dispute is most likely a mischaracterization of the phrase cold calli ng.
" fhis is as far away from cold
calling as you can get," Kelly said.
·~Jnese arc applicants who have
•hown an interest in the school."
Monroe said he stands by the
recruitment effort.
"We have the full support of the
Provost's Office anJ the department
chairs," he said.
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The Raspberry Bird Circus Puppetry Parade m~rches south on .Wabash Avenue. toward Grant
Park dunng the 2003 Manifest Urban Arts FestiVal. The parade group, ~ class tn the Art _and
Design Department, designed its own costumes and performed on the matn stage of the festival, .
which took place May 22, 2003.

Manifest Conlinuedftvm Front Page
chance to be a part of the college's
global showcase, which is why the
showcase lasts almost the entire
month of May.
Kelly said the Manifest festival
grew out of a time when there
were no end of the year visual art
events, a strange occurreriCC for a
school that prides itself on giving
students the chance to make presentable work along with classes
and a degree. After its first year,
Manifest, Kelly said, the festival
quickly became a rallying cry for
Columbia's. image, not only its
senior class.
"We've always had great
departments, great classes and
great facolty, but we've never had
glue that__connected it together,"
Kelly said. "We didn't do enough
to shine a light on [student work!.
but now we've turned it on its
head ... and everything happening
now is because of Man ifest."
And this year's program is no
exception. Kelly said. Showcasing
the work of more than 1,000 students- twice as many presentations as last year- the program
runs the entire month of May. The
festival shows off the work
Columbia's seniors put into their
classes during their final year
through departmental presentations and exhibitions. Adstock, the
Marketing Department's gala
event that invites professionals
from sales, promotional and public re lation agencies to scope out
this year's graduates, as well as
the Film and Video Department's
juried film festival, highlighting
the department's best work of the
year are included in the monlhlong
festival.
Brown said what makes the
departmental exhibitions euch
year Is the amount of student
involvcment- sumething she said
there certain ly Isn't u shurtu11e of
this yeur.
" I've seen u murked chango
within students," Drown said.
..l'hcy'rc su excited to put their
work up und huvc 11 sense of
uccumpllshmcnt 1111tl tokh111 It nil
the wny to fruition."

The apex of Manifest, however,
occurs May 27, when the school

invites students, alumni, friends,
faculty and staff to participate in
the Manifest urban arts festival,
one day of exhibition and per. formance around the campus and
Grant Park.
This year, Columbia's music
festival portion in Grant Park will
feature a variety of musical acts on
multiple stages, including dance
troupes, jazz, rock 'n' roll, folk
and even selections from Les
Miserables presented by musical
theater majors.
Elsewhere, students can walk
Columbia's campus grounds and
find something going on just about
every five steps. Students can
watch a live movie shoot produced

by the Fifm and Video
Depanment, be a pawn in a game
of human chess in the CPS parking lot. 645 S. Wabash Ave., or
stop in the Getz Theater, 72 E.
11th St., to watch seniors be certified in theatrical combat training.
Though this year's Uiban arts
festival hasn't arrived yet,
Manifest's masterminds aren't too
far away from thinking about next
year's event. Kelly's goal is to
keep building Manifest each year,
so that as it gets bigger and better,
until it becomes a scene in
Chicago.
"I think in many ways, you
could argue that you'd be hardpressed to find a festival quite like
what's going to happen on May
27," Kelly said.

.

A student paints a mural during last year's Manliest
Festival, May 22. 2003. This year's May 27 Manliest Festival
scheduled to Include three stages of live music and enttrtalnmenl aa well as art exhibits, human chess games and other
'happenings.'
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Senioritis strik~
agiDn at ColUDlbia
0 Teachers say students want to get away

Clllllls ~ cmncte
Beverly Mendoza reads her story 'The Never Ending Memoir of a Disgruntled Foreigner' during the FICtion Writing Oepartmenfs annual Hair T!igger showcase. Hair Trigger received
Columbia University's Gold Crown award in March.

Liberal arts

Contitwedfrom Frofll Page

passes, the 2004-2005 year career.
FOCA class will still have to enroll
would be the last year Columbia
" We think the testing will in it, or some other computer applioffered Senior Seminar.
allow us to put those without cations course. In the meantime,
The proposal would also elim- computer skills into a class and Nolin
said,
the Academic
inate Foundations of Computer help them get the skills they need Computing Department has disApplications as a requirement for to be successful," Nolin said.
cussed the possible FOCA changes
graduation. The course, which
Students who fall into the mid- and said the results have been
covers basics of computer and die ground of computer knowl- favorable.
Internet use, would no longer be edge would then be given a
"(The staff members arc) acturequned, though students would choice of a series of one-credit ally very excited about ... not
still need to satisfy computer lit- workshop classes, which Nolin teaching the same thing semester
eracy requirements. ,....:._ _ _ _ _ __:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, after semester," Nolin
Instead of the
FOCA class. the
Academic Computing
Department has draftcd a motion with the
Academic
Affairs
Committee, which
will be attached to
the proposal, for all
inc:ominJ students to
be
tested
upon
enuanu of the colleJe, said Niki Nolin,
ac1inJ chairwoman
of the Academic
C o m p u 1 n 1

Hours
Summar,y·.

said. "They' re excited
about addressing their
own specific interests
..... ~ 41 .._..
in technology and
1
being able to teach to
those interests."
According to students who spoke with
The Chronicle. mcmbers of the staff arc
not the only people
who should be excited
about the proposed
chanac. Many stu·
dents who felt their
FOCA classes were, at
~·
best, redundant, said
AccordinJ
to
the FOCA chanacs, if
Nolin, the motion
Cl20 Hour DtlrMI
CIU How DtlrMI
enacted, would be in
would require stullyan DuggiWTill
the best Interests of
derlb to take placenew atudents.
ment tem in math and EnJiith. 1aid would cater not only to the
"FOCA clan was equivalent to
Stude:nb whose tell tcoret s how tklllt they do need, but would what I learned freahman year In
hule or no computer skill• would alto deal with lpccific depart- hiah tchool," said Tom Heaney,
be pi~ '" a elaas timllar to rncnt1 In Columbia to develop an undeclared freshman who
POCA. wtlctc batk: tklllt would computet c:ourae• that mlaht be took POCA In tho tall of 2003.
t. taopi.
mort applicable to ttudenr~·
Other atudenta ac knowledaed
Nolin uid that for the last two majou and career aoala.
thll tome 11uden1a In their c lut ·
serncttert,
the
Acadtmlc:
Nolin 11ld her department Ia 11 nMd tome c:umputor tralnln,.
CMI!putina Department ran • ' urtcntly look Ina to other depart· but al the ••m• tlmo felt that 1
pr.wtt on the nrtt dty of each mtnta to dtvelop theM or\6-Cred• waan' laearld to their own 1poed.
f'OCAclm. They found that oot II worlctllopt aa pretequlaltea fm
"Pur that one penon who's
af U .wd.ntt In uch elliS, on othe-r c:lltNt, 10 teiChert would oomputer llllteflte, the c lan will
' " ' • ••oiCildlntl wete C(1111- 1101 have 10 dtvelop aludtnll' prubably help, but all the work I
pwu~r prolkiiiiC, &wo ICIHklltt t«hnolltiY tlllllt In c:IUI while did In fJOCA ~ould have been
llfloowtd little tlclll Md a t~~lddlt trylna to leech ot11or conetpta.
done In a w"kend ," 11ld
flmlll4 of II t ludolltt 1t111•
beeauM Johnton-Odlm't pr.,. Muwe ll t uprya, a r.ophumort
~lllf lboul wmpv&ttl, 1M potal, If p11tod, w011ld 1101 10 film major.
IWJf ...,.,.,. to llolp them ~lttl 1 lmo effect until fall 200~. ttu·
~ cliftlllt t11 a oonflnulnt delltl who hne not yet taken tho
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we do occasionally hold classes
o utside in the park when in gets
warmer," Hayashi said.
Another theory is that the
First it was flu season, and now
allergy season is among us, but cause of senioritis might be a
there is a far more dangerous cpi- maller of majors, money and
dcmic lurking on campus--a dis- state of mind.
ease far more noticeable and con"I would be the last person to
tagious, especially around this have scnioritis," said Ciara
time of year.
Ruffino, a junior fine arts
~
·
major. Ruffino said she
Senioritis.
It is cured only by time •
·
~
is not in any sort of hurry
.
to end her time at school.
and freedom to bask in the •
,
"It's not like other
sun and enjoy the rising : ·
temperatures, longer days
- -· .. majors where someone
~ Ufl can at least picture the
and deadline-free euphoria
of summer. Senioritis, not
job no mauer the competo be confused with the similar tition, with fine arts there isn't an
symptoms of spring fever, is a existing job you compete for,"
natural response to the end of the she said. " There's not a cap on
academic year.
what you should know, the longer
Due to seasonal changes, stu- I stay in school, the more I
dents feel an increased sense of learn."
energy. a desire to get out and
Ruffino stated that a different
talk to more people, and a nag- concentration of study would
ging urge to drop academic prior- mean a different feeling altogethities, according to some affected cr. suggesting that such a change
students.
would intensify her interest to
"They're also freaking out stop spending money and start
about what's going to happen making some.
''There is definitely a fear of
when they finish ," said Bill
Hayashi. Senior Seminar dircc- growing up and getting into the
tor. "Many have fantasies of just real world," Morris said.
flying away some place and get- "Seniors should try to acknowlting away from it all , but ... it' s edge what they arc going
not realistic."
through, and experience the joyThe urge to get outside and ful part while considering the
enjoy time doing somethi ng fun psychological ramifications. It's
is met with the harsh realization a joyful, painful part of life."
that school is not over yet. What
While there is the urge to get
can result is a lack of auendance, out and have fun lingering among
an increased tendency of procras- the student body, most students
tination and a sense of being seem to be maintaining allenoverwhelmed.
dance and keeping up with their
" We urge the students to talk work as the spring semester
about their problems and then try draws closer to its end.
to normalize their concerns," said
''The students are bright, and
Marsha Morris. a therapist in cheerful and longing,~ get out of
Columbia'sCounseling Services class and go outside." said Mike
Department.
Swidlcr, an instructor in the
"I feel like my grades and Marketing
Communications
attendance are about the same, Department. "I don't really see a
but my mood has changed and I change from last year. Seniors
want to be outside," said Kelly haven't been slacking off anyKamtorowicz, a marketing com- more than usual ."
munications major at Columbia.
For those less dedicated and
The cause of senioritis might focused, Hayashi advises senion
be due to an increase in the yean to be clear about their goals or
students are now dedicating to objectives and look to friends and
study before obtai nina their family for support as the "fever"
dean:es, but Hayashi doesn't feel settles in. For upcomina seniors.
that senioritis is contaaious at all. he sugaests pce-plannin& some
" We all feel a little sprina fever career objec:tives and looki"' to
and want to spend more time out- other seniors for a support net·
side and lookina at flowers, but work .
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Say so long to Senior Seminar
So sad to see you go, don't let iors have too much on their plate
the door hit you on the way out.
to bother with a class in "real
Columbia's College Council is life." To ask them to spend three
voting in June to decide whether credit hours on stuff that they've
or not to do away with Senior ' probably a lready learned and that·
Seminar as a graduation require- could be better spent working,
ment.
interning or decompressing is a
With any luck, there
will be no more lectures
o n " life experience," no
sitting around in a windowless room and being
asked to ponder your station in life.
But despite how poorly
implemented
Senior
Seminar is. the fou ndations behind it were
sound. and a lthough The high order. But that doesn't mean
Chronicle will be glad to see it that we shou ld kill it altogether.
We need what is affectionately
go. some elements of it should be
known in Washington as a
retained and rewo rked.
Regardless of how lackadaisi- reform . That means cutting o ut
cal or unmotivated (some) seniors the fat and keeping it as lean as
may be, the last thing they need is possible.
Forget about the seniors.
a 12-week course on how to sutvive in the rea l world. By this Freshmen and juniors are the
time. it should be second ones we should be concentrating
nature-sink or swim. T hat's on. A course on acclimation and
what we have a reptile brain for.
preparation for arriving freshmen
Most college students fa ll into is j ust the ticket. Nothing too
a necessary routine that balances heavy, mind you, but enough to
classes with work and a social get them situated.
life. and really, that's o ne of the
Let them know about scholarbest primers you can get for the ships, jobs available on and
real world. However, most sen- around campus and how to man-

IHE

age their time. Set them off on the
right track.
For juniors we should retain the
working elements · of Senior
Seminar: resumes, how to interview well, compiling and presenting a portfolio, etc. Get them
ready to go out of the
gate, but don't spook
them. Let them ease into
it.
This isn't going to be
popular to begin with,
but give it time. Let the
kinks work themselves
o ut , and above all, keep it
light. Yo u ca n' t shock
students, bring everything crashing down on them at
once. It's a series of gentle pushes.
And that 's what they need .
Senior Seminar was so grossly
unpopular because it was a shove,
a staccato of lessons and information that was drilled into stude nts'
skulls without consideration of
whether it stuck or not. And most
people didn't care. They just
wanted to get out of there. And
really, we can't blame them.
So take it easy, go slow.
Columbia students need time to
fill their shoes and we expect
your support us on this.
Because it's what we need.

COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE
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Downtown casino a bad bet
Big money. big money. We
have slots, blackjack. poker,
roulette , fresh air pumped in
hourly and the finest buffets this
side of the M ississippi. If
Chicago Mayor Ric hard M.
Daley gets hi s casi no wish. this
message could be plastered o n
billboards across the city, and a
whole new realm of nightlife
will grace th is fine city.
But if a land-based casino
does make its way into city limIts. what effect will it have?
Daley proposes that the
expected S300 million revenue
stream from the casino will aid
Ch1cago's ailing schools. parks
and museums and ease the pressure on propeny owners who
have seen steadily 1ncrea,ing
taxes. That IS a great idea. but
whether o r not the money will be
funneled mto the correct pro·
grams is a matter of speculation.
In 1974, the Illinois lottery
wa' ettablished and was billed

as the savior o f the school system. with the bulk o f the proceeds from lottery revenue supposedly going to rescue Illinois
schools. But the current state of
Illinois schools may be a harbin ger. of what's to come from casino revenue.
Again. revenue flows will be a
matter of scrut iny should the
casi no get approval. However.
the casino will help fund
Chicago's citizens. The Daley
ad ministration is projecting the
c reation of close to 3.000 jobs
from the ca~i no. If this number
holds true. the casino would be a
godsend to the thousand s of
unemployed resident s of th1s
city. Ho pefully, this proposed
casi no will aid the ci ty, and the
revenues won't be funneled into
the city's general ledger.
. The insta llation o f a casino
here in C hi cago would spurn
new busines~ . A new gambling
casino downtown could a lso

help Chicago rival the tourist
draw of cities s uch as Las Vegas
and Atlantic City, N.J .
And let's not forget about the
potential for debauchery. Las
Vegas has been aptly titled· "Sin
City." It is the destination for
peo ple to get loose, "blow some
cash and maybe solicit a prostitute, which is legal in Nevada
o utside of Vegas.
Sure Sin City is fun, but is a
debauchery label really the type
of stigma that C hicago needs?
Let's add to o ur legacy of murder. corrupti on and organized
crime by sprinkling a little bit of
gambl ing into the mix .
In all sen ousness. if this casino is implemented correctly. it
could help the city immeasurably. As lo ng as the revenue
goes where it is supposed to go,
there is a thi ck sil ver lining
attac hed to the unscrupulous
c lo ud that hangs over casi no
ga mbling.
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9ft the beaten path :
VIews from campuses a~ the country

Oothes were invented for a reason
n mSi!!p'
DaUy Forty-Niner (Gal~omia Stale U.·
Long Beach)
(U-WIRE) LONG BEACH,
Calif.-On a campus where
fashion is not just a statement
and t~<mperatures are hitting alltime highs, skin is definitely in.
If you think this sounds like
another trite, clichtd complaint
regarding women 's clothing at
this school, you are not too far
from the truth.
Stereotypically, one would
assume that every heterosexual
male is totally enamored with
the fact that girls feel they have
the right. or rather the duty. to .
wear as little clothing as possible
as soon as the sun peeks just
enough over the clouds to send
temperatures skyrocketing above
60 degrees. However, it has not
yet dawned on society that there
just might be some sane people
out there who may be slightly
offended by the utter lac k of
flesh that is being left to the
imagination.
Now don't get me wrong. I am
just as big a fan of the female
ligure as the next guy. but there
sho uld be limits to the amount of
exposure certain body parts an:
receivi ng. or at least 11 slight
method to the madness.
When wus the last time you
walked to c lass und suw a very
rcvealins miniskirt? Now, think
buck ut htlw many heads turned ,
mule t1nd fcmo lc, for a second
look 111 suld min iskirt? I am not
exactl y usalnst the classic adaac.
" If you sot it, n1unt It," but j ust
ho w appropriate Is It'/
As cruzy tiS It sounds. there arc
plenty ol' men out there who ore
Immensely conte nt. If not
blcued, to wult umll their hon·
eymoon nlaht to sec ttlc ponlon&
or the fe mal bodies that lifO
uncovered dotcna of time 11 day
here on ~·nmpus . From miniskirt

to bikini tops and bottoms to
strategically fitted tank tops. it
doesn't look like a line will be
drawn anytime soon.
And this does not exclude the
gentlemen. Whether I am speaking in terms of decency. fairness
or outright jealousy. I suggest the
guys cover up a little more as
well.
In the meat market that defines
college life, the muscular male
figure is an all too common, and
in my opinion cowardly, selling
tool. I also suggest the ladies of
Long Beach State look beyond
pectorals and biceps in selecting
their choice cuts of male meat,
because author Mark-Twain may
have put it best when he said,
"Clothes make the man. Naked
peo ple have little o r no influence
on society."
A couple more inches of clothing would not only make a huge
difference in leveling the d!lting
playing field, but it would also
leave less room for judgments to
be made on individuals based on
the amount of .fabric covering
their bodies, or lack thereof.
In a society where people profess the desire to be judged by
the conte nt of their character.
this should make perfect sense.
not even consi!lcring how deleterious the sun's UV exposure is
o n the ski n, causing sunburn.
meluno m11 or even sohtr kentosis.
Alas, the odds a~ that few will
take the initiative to cover up in
the summer hcnt. bccau e it is
extremely clear that many of us
exercise nnd diet to near e tin\....
lion to look aood in thllt three·
slzos· too-small tank top.
Sir Cecil Beatqn anti<:IP~tl:d 11
perfectly In 1969 when he snt<l
ttlnt "never In the hlstOfy of llsh
ion ha • o little material been
ral ed so hlah t\) reveal S() moch
that need to be i!Overo\1 s11
badly."
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Don't forget to neuter your deadbeat dad
ed sterilization to
drug-addicted
mothers who keep
having crack baby
If there's one thing I can't
after crack baby.
abide, it 's people who won't take
It's a way of thinresponsibi lity for their actions,
ning the herd out,
like the vipers who indiscrimimaking sure that
nately father children, hopping
the lowest and
from woman to woman and leavleast don't flood
ing their children in the dead of
the streets with
night to tear about their world of
crime like werewolves. And don't wretched blobs of
give me that "oh, they're just vic- smashed chromosomes without
tims of their circumstances" roufutures.
tine.
It is a singular
They're swine, the lot of them,
act of cruel benevcutting a swath through life witholence.
out regard for anyone else but
Predictably,
themselves, and there isn't a
there are oppoproper j ustification on earth or
nents to this meashell that excuses it. We should
kill their seed; cut them out like a ure. Beth Wilson,
the executive
tumor to ensure that their line
directo r of the
doesn't continue to poison the
American Civil
earth.
Liberties Union in
That's why I li ke Michael
Kentucky, has statFoellger. Foellger is a family cired the policy is
cuit judge in Campbell County,
"questio nable."
Ky., who's giving "deadbeat
"The governdads" who are habitually late in
ment should not be
child support payments the
choice of jail or a vasectomy. The able to coerce anyo ne-whether
option applies to men who owe
directly or indirectmore than $10,000 in back chi ld
ly-to give up
support and have fath ered more
your constitutional
than four children with at least
protections,"
three women.
Wilson said.
"If these children are in pover"We' re opposed
ty because these guys are not
to any type of sterpaying their child support, I have
ilization that's
no q ualms about it," Foellger
forced or coerced
said . " I don't think these men
by any government
deserve to have any more chilagency."
dren."
Just because
Wait, it gets better.
He's never ordered a defendant your genitals
haven' t been burned off doesn' t
to have a vasectomy, but of all
the men he's given a choice, only mean that you have the ri ght to
breed. Every living thing o n this
one has chosen jail. They're
planet is designed to reproduce;
either incredibly stupid or having
it's not particularly special. We
what a d rug addled biblical
need to stop acting as though parprophet might call a revelation.
ents invented the bloody wheel
Either way, snip snip, one less
j ust because they were able to
bad seed to worry about.
awkwardly hump for 30 seconds.
These are the things that warm
Raising a chi ld is a responsibi lthe cockles of my blackened
ity, just as the act preceding it
heart, the thought that sanity has
entails a certain degree of liabilifi nally begun to creep its way
ty. People need to know what
back into the edges of the world.
they're getti ng themselves into.
Forced sterilization isn't anyGiving someone the cho ice to
thing new. Canada and certain
states have ordered court appoint- have their childbearing capacity
Adam J. Ferlngton
Commentary Editor
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removed after they've shown
themselves to be negligent and
volatile is not a denial of civil
liberties, it's a necessary safeguard and a step to building a
better world. Regardless of what
you may think, some people
don't deserve to breed.
If I had my way, I'd have hel icopters spraying Ortho-Novum
over 90 percent of the population, j ust to ensure that things
stay nice and tidy, coupled with a
bait and shoot program . But
sadly, it won' t be happening anytime soon.

In the meantime, I can only
hope this trend begins to catch
on. With any luck we'll soon
have "spay-a-thons" for convicted violent criminals, unfit individ uals and anyone with an
MBA. But until then, I'll applaud
Foellger for his ingenuity and
enterprise in helping to keep the
herd in check.
The rest of you, take a hint.
Use a bit of common sense or
you may wake one morning to
rotor blades and a noxious cloud
outside your window.
Until then.
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Your Turn

Question: Should the government release the latest batch of Iraqi .prison photos?
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The Columbia Chronicle
623 S. Wabash Ave.
Sulte205
Chicago, Ill., 60605-1996
"Yeah. If they release some,
then they should release all of
them."

"Yes. They're going to get out
one way or another."

"I think they should. If you
show it to the public, it opens
their eyes."

"I think the public should be
aware of what they're funding."

Main Line: (312) 344-7253
Advertising Fax: (312) 344-8032
Newsroom Fax: (312) 344-8430

-Amanda Accorsi
Junior, Fashion Design

-Matt Hale

- David Bowen
Freshman, Animation

- Katie Wheaton
Senior, Photography

www.ColumbiaChronicle.com

Senior, Graphic Design
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ARTWALK &SALE!
11 :OOAM-1 :OOPM &5:00-7 :OOPM
MANIFEST TROLLEY STOPS
Join us for aselfD
fJ
guided tour of more
than 12 galleries and
studio exhibitions.
Michigan & Harrison:
600 S. Michigan,
624 S. Michigan
and music stages
in Grant Park

lith &Wabash:
garden stage,
1104 S. Wabash,
Theater Building,
Art + Design Gallery,

D HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo
D 623 S. Wabash
El 33 E. Congress

With free, all-day,
continuous
trolley
.
serv1ce.
Don't miss the music stages In Grant Park
{Harrison and Wabash) with featured artists:

CYRO BAPTISTA'S BEAT THE DONKEY

7:30-9:00 PM
dancers, Capoeira performers, singers, and exotically
costumed players. "Beatthe Donkey" comes
from the Brazilian expression "P8u Na Mula!"
meaning, ''let's go, let's do it!"

HEJRUSPECS

6:30- 7:00 PM

band that is thefuture.

May 17, 2004
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AMOK IN SOUTH LOOP

WHAT:

Tic Toe- Performance Art by Columbia
College Chicago Students
WHEN:
Thursday, May 27, 2004, 11 AM - 7 PM
WHERE:
In and Around at Columbia College
Chicago
HOW MUCH: Free and open to the public
MORE INFO: 312-344-7696

"Untitled." II AM - I PM and 5 - 7 PM
Klistina Felix (Senior, Fine Art) will secure her installed artwork
in the gallery.

Tic:: Toe Chicago
Performance Art
Festival
600 Michigan Avenue, East side: Harrison St. Bridge,in Grant
Park:
·
"Untitled." 11 AM- I PM
Joel Canik (Senior, Fine Art) commemorates his arrest that took
J)lace on this site.
700 Block of South Michigan Avenue - East side of the street:
"The Tug of War." 11:30 AM- 12:30 PM and 5:00-7:00 PM
Jeremiah Barber and James Beckman (Sophomores, Fine Art)
will have a block long durational tug of war.

THE SCHEDULE

,.D

A& DGallery- 72 E. lith Street:

Columbia Colrege Chicago's Manifest Urban Arts
Festival Features Site-Specific Work by "Tic Toe "

Tic Toe is an ongoing performance art and
installation project created by [C]Spaces,
the student centers and galleries of
Columbia College Chicago. Focused on
presenting international, national, local
artists working in the live arts, Tic Toe
also provides ongoing performance and
workshop opportunities to Columbia
College Chicago students interested in
exploring these disciplines.

TEQ#I\ FOQ COLU#I\Bio\'S F1'JE
Sl\JDENT PEQFOQ/OW'KE,
~QY
COfiYI\UNtTy
SP.I\CES. ,.D IS FUNDED
ENTlQELY BY STVDENT
/I{:TMTy FEES!

Jill Huntsberger (lsi year MA, Inter-Arts) will do a durational
quilting performance using window screen, chicken wire, steel
wool, aluminum foil and other metals.

PERFORMANCE ARTISTS RUN

WHO:

[C]SP~ES IS THE ~ELI.A

Trolley Stop 2
1104 South Wabash Lobby:

"Untitled." 11 AM - 7 PM
Sarah Meyer (Senior, Fine Art) will interact with a free standing
wall that iswithin the gallery._
"The Trust Fund." Performances: 5:30 - 7 PM
Matt Oel Santo (Senior, Fine Art) and Greg Stimac Uunior.
Photography) will provide information on the dangers of giving
away your social security number and then offer to purchase
that number.
Trolley stop 4
623 S. Wabash · Lobby:
"An Ontological Survey of the Seven Deadly Sins."
5 PM-7 PM
Jeanne Walker Ehrich (2nd year, MA Inter-Arts) and company
will perform her puppet show that elaborates on the seven
deadly sins.
"Twink." Performances: 5 PM - 7 PM
Lauren Targ (2nd year, MFA, Inter-Art Media) and company
will perform an interactive internet talk show with Twink, the
renowned political and social commentator.
Random and unexpected sites around campus:

Trolley Stop 1
600 Block of South Michigan Avenue - West side of the street:

"Balloon Installation." View this installation by Ben Driggs
(Senior, Art & Design) at any time during the day.

"Social Swing Society." 11AM - I PM and 5-7 PM
This group will perform social dances and will be taking it to
theStreets: dancing with each other and any willing passersby. Sarah Sinuk (Sophomore, Graphic Design) heads up the
group.

"Intimate part'one" and "Intimate part two." II AM - I PM and
5PM-7PM
Aimee Lee (lsi year Graduate student, MFA Inter-Arts, Book &
Paper) engages the audience in a "quasi-analytical study of
how people interact with each other." There will be a separate
performance element involving a bikini wearing violin player.

"900 Charcoal Silhouettes." Performances: 11 AM - 7 PM
Ani Vestergard Holm (Senior, Photography) &Nyok-Mei Wong
(Senior,Dance) will do a performance piece to represent the
number of American soldiers that have died in the Iraqi war.

Sculpture Garden at the Corner of lith St. .and Wabash Ave.
"Mettle." Performances: 11 AM - 7 PM

"Elemental Performance Ensemble." !lAM-I PM and 5-7 PM
will perlorm acollage or mO'Iement, poetry, son& and vi&nettes. Artists
include: Mai Thompson, Mark James Heath. Jason Grey, Ehrabeth
l<ogniones and others.
·wash Clean." 11 AM- 7PM
David Gretne (1st year MFA, Inter-Arts) will conduct a pilgrimage 1n an
oversized white !·shirt and continual~ return to his washbasin located
at the Sculpture Garden. Look for him &etling d1rty at various sites on
campus.
Guerilla poetry
Alvin Lau (Sophomore, Poetry) a seasoned perform poet will be roam in&
and rhymin& throu&hout the festival.

Look lor other random acts of performance!!
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ll...WAU.KE&-Ben Thompson appreciates
speed and modem technology.·
After all. the 27-year-old Milwaukee
resident has made a good living as an
Internet technologies consultant. And his
interests are typical for a guy his age: fast
cars, fast computers and streamlining just
about everything else in life for the purpose of convenience.
But when it comes to "meeting that special person,"
Thompson said, "some things are just better the old-fashioned way. by face-to-face contact. If you don't just talk to
people. straight on. I think you really can ~et out of practice."
Thompson's logic bucks a trend for daters who have
sought easier routes by hunting over the Internet, through
TV and radio reality gimmicks, or even planned events
such as speed dating.
·
But if you believe some singles and relationship
experts. a growing number of rebel singles feel time is
saved and interpersonal skills are. salvaged when the
lovelorn toss the gimmicks.
''I'm realizing these days that I really do prefer
approaching someone in a public place after seeing them
for a while," said Thompson, who is single but dating.
"I mean. spending a little time and studying them ... and
how they seem and then going up to them," he said.
Friends of Thompson's have tried Internet dating. and
he admitted sheepishly, he tried it. too.
The one woman who caught his eye online e-mailed
him a picture of herself that accurately showed a pretty
t .
faa:. But when he saw her in person, in spite of her written claims of having a toned body. her physical fitness left
tons to be desired. in his opinion.
Thompson insists that the deception cost him time. He
Dlle GuldiiVMiwluk8e Ja.mel Sentinel
said it would have been more efficient to approach an Ben Thompson is an Internet technologies consultant but. says he prefers findattractive stranger and try his luck.
ing dates in person rather than through web serv1ces
She doesn' t like to say "I told you so," but New York
relationship guru and queen of the daytime talk show
Glen, who was in his mid-30s at the time, described placed."
advice circuit " Dr. Gilda" Carle is "tickled to see the shift his bad connections as "spenn donor dates."
Now, it's daters, n01 venture capitalists, who think
back to real human contact."
First date after first date-all from Internet dating the Internet will make life wier, said Gallagher, who
'"The Internet, the computer age we're living in now has services-<juestioned Glen from virtual checklists described Internet dating as a resume, "a tool to get you
made us a bunch of soci~l isola~." said ~le: who teach- about his potential as a father.
in the door.... all it can get you to is a frrst date."
es college counes and g~ve semmars on bualdmg perso~al . "Their biological clocks were ticking, and they wantFor 26-year-old Milwaukee computer prograr!!mer
rebiJonships. "We are shy and stressed ~~ to the halt, ed no part of building a friendship or a relationship," he Mara Marcus. nontraditional hookups just don' t work.
afraid of rejection. ... So we figure we'll do It the easy way said. "These dates were clearly interviews, nothing because things such as eye contact, personality and
and take a shortcut and that will get us to love~ 101 so:on- more or tess. By the end of these dates, I didn't want facial expressions can' t be accurately gauged online.
er. But even if you develop a w~ul satuataon online, the job."
she said.
you Still have to meet faa:.to face. .
It's n01 rocket science, but Thompson and Glen are
"When you meet someone in person. you can feel a
Even though Paul Glen laterally laves by the Internet, he, on 10 something possibly akin to the dot-com collapse certain chemistry or vibe that will either agree with or
100, doesn' t recommend it for some penonal use.
.
in the mid-1990s, said Los Angeles-based social psy- vary from what you are lookina for," she said.
Gien operales C2 Consulting m Los Angeles and as chologist B.J. Gallagher.
Marcus, who works for Time Warner Cable, also
author af Ladmg Geeb: How to MQrlilgc and Lead
"Everybody a few years ago gOI on board the dot- believes that while the Internet has increased the quanP~qpl~ Who Deliver T~chnology.
.
com thing," Gallagher said. "And they forgO! that busi- tity of people you can meet, it hasn't necessarily helped
But after a number of bad Internet datang hookupt a few ness is all about human relationships.... That's one rea- with quality.
yan IJO, he's convanced the Internet is not the best place son we saw the crash-our hopes that technology was
"On the computer, a penon can tell you all of the
aomg to solve all of our business problems was mis- great qualities they have to offer and potentially leave
to find ~out the 'other stuff,"' she saki. So "in most caset we
end up with a distorted view of reality, and a hup
• You' can't have a relatlonahlp online and think
waste of time."
lt't aotna to lead to happy matrimony If you don't sec
Tina Hanneman, a 27-year-old recruiter In
the JlCI'()II lim, becaUJO online convetMtlon doean't
Milwaukee, qroecl.
Jive an ~CM~te look " their personality, You'd be
Hanneman, who recently jOt out of a fOIII"yell' rela·
lll!laUd how many pcoplo I l&lk to who've met IIOITICItionshlp. said friends whu were ·~lt.:k and tired of the
one that way and lllllde urelona plw with that pe.-.on,
tmr scene" flocked to online datina 11\\fVk:a and <Iarina
berore ~ttually meetlna them face to r.ce.
events I c:ouplo Of ~an 1110 With mOOenle 1M:
•
• UndcnWld that every relltlontlllp lnvolvea he.
But oven thole who f011nd elites were "dol"' a lot
alto and we. He lw needs, you· h'Ye need~~, but tho
anote dates and latlll) not flndlnj thtt penon," she said.
tellilonahtp lltk} lw neecla. And If you've dltcuued
"So mOI'II till and mon time, tncllhe Investment wu
catllct whlll tht around rulu ..... yuu'll know how to
not returnlna."
delle out tilt ~ llld fMdlna ~ nurture tho relatlunAa rot her own ltfl tea. Hannlman, who
11\Jp.
tll't!d of the bar t1e001, aald aht'a tolna to
• Pf*IMtlna wUI ~J*id up ytllll' lfultnuon
lletlple lhrooah friend tllld 1\'ltJnd llf
WVtl,
all you're do lllooklna ucxneonc'a
"And If I Wlnt tO try to I:Onnect w\th
t
vo
1 f< ntloo
Vllll'rt
lqearoup
I'll do It 1t • pia

M

•
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Minnesota gives Yanni Dating
honorary doctorate
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Q Artist graduated from the school in 1976
"For all I know, a few of you
were eating dinner at the club
while I was wash ing dishes," he
said.
(U-WIRE)
MINNEAPOAfter the ceremony, · Yanni
LIS__:When
University of
said speaking in front of an
Minnesota Alumni Association
audience rather than performing
officials thought about who they
was "nervt-racking," but he was
wanted to speak at their annual
happy to be back at the universicelebration and lOOth anniverty to receive the degree.
sary gala, they only thought of
"I'm deeply honored that they
one person.
would think of me like that," he
Yanni.
said.
The well-known composer,
He said his plans for his visit
who graduated from the univerinclude spending time with his
sity in ·1976 ·with a psychology
brother, who Jives in the Twin
degree, spoke May 6 at the assoCities and also attended the uniciation's
celebration
and
versity, and old friends from his
received an honorary doctoral
college days . .
degree in humane letters.
Association
Alumni
More than 30 years ago, Yanni
Executive Director Margaret
C hryssomal is · flew into the
Carlson said she was extremely
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
pleased to have Yanni speak at
International Airport on Nov.
the celebratio n.
18,
1972,
checked
into
"I had, personally, for a long
Territorial Hall and registered
time wanted Yann i to come back
for psychology classes, he said.
to speak at our annual mee ting,"
While at the university, he
she said. "Through the years
pursued his love of music while
we.'ve had people like Walter
studying for his psychology
Cronkite and Ted Koppel, but
degree.
they've not been alums."
An anniversary planning committee decided to try to get
Yanni to speak at the gala, and
Carlson said it was a complicated process.
· "It is much more difficu lt than
anybody could imagine to make
contact with a celebrity like
Yanni ," Carlson said.
She and University Pres ident
Bob
Bruininks
officially
requested Yanni's presence at
the gala in a conference call and
Carlson said she was "elated"
when she found out he would
Dr. Yanni Chryssomalis
come.
The evening 's theme was
"Chan.ging the World One
"I would sneak into the Music
Graduate at a Time," and
Department and go in empty
prac tice rooms," he said. "I Carlson said Yanni encapsulates
that perfectly.
played there until so mebody
"When we started to think
kicked me out."
about somebody who really
' He did, however, benefit from
symboli zed how the University
study ing psychology. He said he
of Minnesota shaped the ir life
learned io speak English in his
and transformed their life · and
introductory psychology class.
they went on to c hange the
He also took a job at the
world," she said. "Yanni seemed
Campus Club until deciding to
to be the person."
apply for financial aid.
ByAmy~orst

Mimesaa Daly (U. Minoosota)

Par is .. ........... ... $426
London .. .. .. . ..... . $264
Mexico ... .. ........ $315
Bueno s Aires .... $394
A1r, accomm. & transfers:

Lonoon
7 night hostel accomm.
From:

$620

cAncun

4 nt. hotel accomm.
From:

$640
~~~~~~~~~ www.statravel.com
42i Scud\ Dearborn SC..

1160 Notth SOOte St;.

~

I

(312) 786.9050 (312) 951.0585

STUDI:NT TRAVEL & BEYOND

Dale Gulden/Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

Mara Marcus may do computer programm ing at work, but she looks for potential dates
through old-fashioned techniques rather than web services.
There may not be a single formula for tracking down daters
with similar interests, but if he
had to bet, 30-year-old Peter
Skoufis would put his money on
people he can just "hang out
with ."
And like the others we talked
to, Skoufis insisted hang-out
potential is something impossible
to m\!3sure in an e-mail exchange
or an eight-.rninute dating assembly-line conversation.
"I've seen it going on around
me, but honestly, I couldn't see
myself as the kind of person who
would use those things, because I
just meet enough people through
work and mutual friends and I iving downtown," he said.
Even though he doesn't pick up

many women in bars or approach
a lot of them, Skoufis still gets
plenty of dates, he said, just by
being friendly.
"You don't go to a public place
looking to score. You go to have
fun: spend time with friends," he
said. "And if you see someone
while you're out, if you're interested in someone, you don't need
to jump through hoops. Make eye
contact and if you get a positive
vi be back, talk to them."
The other key to his selfdescribed "old school" dating
success is Skoufis' visibility in his
own neighborhood.
" I Jive downtown, and some of
the girls I've met recently I met
because I make it a point to get
out and about in my neighbor-

hood," he said. "You meet people
easily like that, whether it's in a
bar or a club or even a coffee
shop, or something like that. That
leads to friendship a Jot of times,
simple friendship. And in my case
it leads to better, more comfortable dates."
For his part, Thompson, the
Internet consultant, describes his
simple strategy of watch, study,
approach and give a phone number as "direct male marketing."
"It is the same theory as directmail marketing," he said. "If you
get a 2 percent return-{)r in this
case, two out of however many
people who give you their numbers or take yours--you're doing
good."

Witchita State University professors.
fume over ads in student newspaper
0 Ad said students could pay for research

Kansas' student paper, the
University Daily Kansan, said that
lations include cheating, plagiaBy Katherine Leal Unmuth
when an ad presents murky ethical
rism and misrepresentation of
Knig\1 Ridder Newspapers
issues, he encourages students to
work done for class.
not run it.
The ad in Wichita State
Sherri White, the woman who
Last semester, a company
University's student newspaper
placed the ad and owner of
approached the University Dai ly
asks college students who "hate
Research Rocks, said she doesn't
Kansan, wanting to place an ad
research" whether they are willing
write papers. She sees nothing
offering researc h services, not
to pay someone to do it for them.
wrong with her service, in which
papers.
It ran four times this month and
she compiles research using
business
touched off what Glen Sharp, the Internet search engines and ..,..lt~---,--, "Our
manager picked up
Sunflower's editor, calls a "faculty
encyclopedias.
·--,....-_, the phone and ca lled
furor."
She uses her $20-an-hour •
the number, as a stu''This is not illegal; it's just
fee to fund her own educa- •
---+---1 dent, and asked for a
immoral," said faculty senate pres·tion. She 's earning a two- .. ·- - ··
o n a paper, and
ident and physics professor
year degree online.
e STUD£1T ·LIFE quote
they did that for her,"
Elizabeth Behrman.
White submiued a rebuttal
he said. The Kansan
"I can see how a student might
to the faculty senate that was printdid not run the ad.
think, 'Oh, I can use this.' But they
ed in the Sunflower. She said her
The issue is clearly an ethical
might get thrown out of the uniservices are neither "corrupt, dis- one, not a legal one, points out
versity."
honest or decadent."
Susan Huxman, director of WSU's
The faculty senate wrote a Jetter
''They sit up in their little ivory
Elliott School of Communication.
to the newspaper saying it was
towers in their little academic She said that since the ad's appear"appalled" a student newspaper
world and think they know it all,"
ance, students have been asking
would encourage violation of the
White said. "''m just trying to do faculty members whether it 's
school 's honor code.
something I ... enjoy."
wrong to have others . do such
Sharp said the newspaper
Since the ads ran, White said
research.
reserves the right to print the ad.
she has received two or three
" It ·s· been a good educational
"What they do with that knowlinquiries a day. She described her experience," slie said.
edge is their own business," Sharp
clients as working adults with
Sunflower adviser Randy
said. "It's no diffe(ent than going
families who don't have time to go
Brown emphasized that every ad
to the university bookstore and
to the library.
submitted to the newspaper is
picking up Cliffs Notes."
" I've done papers on the
If the ad had advertised to write
reviewed. Brown said he would
Reformation," she said, then corhandle it on a case-by-case basis if
papers for a fee, it would have
rected herself. "Don't say
a student were to use such a servbeen rejected, he added.
'papers.' I' ve done research. I
ice.
The faculty senate cited univerwould never write a paper for a
"Students research these days
sity policy on academic dishonstudent. If they don't write their
generally by going o n the
esty, which states that "students
own · papers, why are they even
Internet," he said. " Instead of paywho compromise the integrity of
there?"
·
ing 20 bucks an ho ur, I would tell
the classroom are subject to disciMatt Fisher, sales and marketing
them to tum on the Internet.''
plinary action." Examples of vioadviser to the Universi ty of
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UNIQUE SPEC IA LTIES -INCLUDE

FRUSH I
FRENCH TOAST KABOB
PANCAKE FLIGHT
ARTISTIC OMELETS
AND MANY OTHER DEL ICIOUS
SELEC TION S TO ROCK YOUR WORLD

norTHSIOB:

oownTown:

3231 N. CLARK ST.

75 W. HARRISON

77 3.549.4400 • 8 AM -3PM

312 .447 .1000 • 7 AM-3PM

NEAR INTERSECTION Or CLARK AND BELMONT

NEAR IIITER,ECTIOrl or HARRISON Af/0 CLPRK

FROM LAhESHORE ORHE EXIT AT BELMONT
GO SIX BLOCKS WEST TO CLARK STREET
BY TRAIN EXIT AT RED LINE BELMONT STOP
GO EAST ONE BLOCK TO CLARK STREET

a arunc HParry 1n Your mouTH

FROM MICHIGAN AVEIIUE RIGHT 011
H~RRISON

GO fOUR BLOCKS WE ST TO CLARK

BY TRAil/ EXIT AT RED LI NE HARRISON STOP
GO WE ST TWO BLOCKS TO CLARK STREET

ano THe wHo te wo rto 1s com1nu
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Just Cl©wnin' ·Ar©und

Theater clowns are foolish, eccentric characters
that work on the stage, aware of the audience, but not
confined by the limits of traditional theater. Each actor
must use his or her talents to react to everything that
comes their way, filling the stage with comedy, emotion
and imagination.
At Clown Boot Camp, a one of a kind workshop
created by the Building Stage, 5017 N. Wolcott Ave.,
performers experience the full range of the theater
clown. From learning the rules and structures of the play
to developing the characters through costume choice,
makeup and innovation, the four-week course develops
the actors' ability to respond not only to the audience but
to one another. The class meets for a total of 48 hours,
ending with a final performance in front of an audience.
Photos and Text by Labeeba Hameed
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0 _Eighth annual Columbia student film festival screens some of the best student films of the year
3y Jamie Murnane
\&E Editor

Look out Quentin Tarantino.
Columbia students have hit the
big screen- literally. Student
filmmakers' work premiered
May 13 at the Film and Video
Department's eighth ann11al student · film festival, The Big
Screen. · The event, which took
place at the Harold Washington
Library Auditorium, 400 S. Stale
St., was kicked off by festival
director Eileen Coken and Film
and Video Department Chairman
Bruce Sheridan.
"Every film that gets screened
is a triumph," Sheridan said in
an Oscaresque manner. wBecause
it's one of the hardest things to
do." But that night, it ·was less
hard for seven Columbia students as their work, which
five-min"ute
ranged
from
comedic animations to 16minute tear-jerking documentaries, wa~ shown to a packed
house on, of course, the big
screen.
As evidence that Columbia's
Fi)rr( and Video Department ·is
exceeding
expectations,
Sheridan said the event was "the
screening that I predicted would
happen two years from now."

The fact that thing:> have happened much quicker than anticipated is surely linked to the fact
that "students are defining films
more and more," he said.
Two awards were given on
site- Best Editing and Best of
Fest. Ballots were given to audience members to vote for their
favorite film, and that winner
will be -announced on the Film
and Video Department's website,
www.filmatcolumbia.com, within a week of the festivaL
The Best Editing Award went
to David Buchanan, a recent
Columbia graduate for his film
Assassin. The short black and
white silent film was about the .
lives of a hit man and his would·be . prosecutor. For his editing
skills, Buchanan was presented
with an Avid Express Pro software package by Dave Fish of
Avid.
The second award, Best of
Fest, went to Ai Lene Chor, a
thirli year MFA student, for her
film Mindy. Focusing on a lonely 9-year-old girl, Mindy tells a
delicate_ tale of making new
friends as a child. Chor said it
was her first time screening one
of her films. The highlight of the
event for her, aside from the

Carrie Bergogna!The Chronicle

Ai Lene Chor accepts the Best of Fest award from Film and Video
chairman Bruce Sheridan.

$2,000 award (which she said
"will definitely help with the
production costs"), was fot the
cast and crew of Mindy to see the
finished product of their combined efforts. Currently, Chor
said she is "working on getting
the film back on 35 mm print to
submit it to major festivals ."
Aside from that, she is currently
working on pre-production of
her thesis film and with the nonprofit film production company
Split Pillow.
Among the other films shown
were Wh o s Ma Ma ? Joe Ma
Mal by Sean J.S. Jourdan; The
Indoor Apprentice, by Yu-Ting
Hsueh ; Mr. Fantastic, by Jenifer
Evans Camow; Piggy, by Hollie
Rosenberg; and Tuesday, by
Mark Francis Phillips. Each
filmmaker was presented with a
small trophy-perhaps foreshadowing their impending Oscars.
As the crowd flooded out of
the auditorium, Coken said it

was great to see such a large
turnout for the fest. "It's all
about supporting each other,"
she said.
Although the festival has been
at the Harold Washington
Library for the last four years,
that may change by the time The
Big Screen 2005 rolls around,
Coken said. That's because the
Film and Video Department's
theater on the eighth floor of the
II 04 Center, II 04 S. Wabash
Ave. may, in fact, be ready by
then. "Though that will be much
smaller," she said.
In addition to the successful
screening here in Chicago,
Coken said that the films shown
at The Big Screen will also be
shown to the West Coast alumni
in Los Angeles as part of the
ongoing bi-annual West Coast
screening.
Corrie Bergagna!The Chronicle
For information 0 11 the films Dave Buchanan accepts the
that screened at the f est, visit Best ~diting award from Avid's
www.filmatcolumbia.com.
Dave Fish.

Music magazine says don't block the vote
0 · Rolling Sto.n e associate editor Damien Cave puts pop culture.on hold to examine student voter supression
By Matthew Jaster
A&E Editor

Prince has a new album, Loretta Lynn is
collaborating with Jack White and former
"Jackass" star Bam Margera has a hit show
on MTV. It's just another typical month of
pop culture coverage in Rolling Stone magazine.
In the mid_dle of the May 27 issue, however, there's an article that Columbia students might want to pay close attention to.
"Mock the Vote," written by associate
editor Damien Cave, discusses the problem
with election bo,ards denying college students the right to vote in certain areas of the
country.
''The most disturbing case during my
research was that [Young] Han, a sophomore at Hamilton College, has been
:efused not just once but twice," Cave said
m a recent interview with The Chronicle.
"He's still not able to vote despite calls
from people on his behalf, even after Ralph
Nader and the [American Civil Liberties
Union] ttied to get involved."
.
In the article, Cave give:s a detailed
description of Han's efforts to register to
vote in New York where he attends schooL
He was told by election officials that "a
dorm is not a permanent residence", even
though courts have ruled That students have

the right to vote where they attend schooL
"I started making random phone calls
across the country," Cave said. "I realized
this was happening everywhere. It's one in
many problems with the current structure."
Last year, Cave listened in on a conversation at Columbia University. "A foreign
exchange student who came to register
seemed to know more about the voting
process than the election official," Cave
said. "This was when I frrst got interested
in the story."
In -2004, Cave began talking to MTV and
Rock the Vote to get feedback on the subject
"People talk about the young vote in
every election," Cave said. "Rolling Stone
and MTV speak directly to this audience.
Young people are paying more attention to
politics than ever before."
During his research, Cave realized politicians were pointing fingers at young voters.
It was their fault they weren't making it to
the polls. It was their fault that didn 't follow: the correct procedures, even though
these procedures ·changed from state to
state.
While it's painless in some areas of the
country to register to vote, other parts
throw stacks of paperwork and questionnaires at students, ~g it very difficult

to do what should be a fairly simple task.
According to Cave, the government isn' t
doing anything to remedy the problem.
"Basically, the Supreme Court doesn' t
think it's important enough and Congress
doesn't give a shit," Cave said. "The current system doesn 't address this issue."
Cave discussed the possibility that small
college towns often have student bodies
that outnumber local residents. This coujd
determine the outcome of local elections.
''Sometimes people that are new to towns
can see things that people who've been
there for 40 years don 't see," Cave said.
"Election officials make cultura l judgments, and it's. having a huge impact on
voters between the ages of 18 and 25."
"This is an intentional act of disenfranchisement," Rev. Jesse Jackson said in the·
Rolling Stone article. "Students don't just
have the right to vote- they have the right
to vote where they live."
Cave notes in the article that voting registrars at Northwestern University,
Sacramento State and the State University
of New York at Oswego resisted demands
to set up polling places on campus.
"They' ve done a great job at the
University of Virginia in Charlottesville to
get students registered for the election,"
Cave said. "But beyond this, it's still a

widespread problem that doesn't seem
important enough for the political powersthat-be."
Enter the entenainment industry. Outlets
like Rock the Vote and Rolling Stone are
doing everything they can to get these
young voters to the polls. A petition at
www.rockthevote.com is asking students to
take action against student voter suppression.
"I'm going to stay on this issue," Cave
said. "If I find more cases and hear more
stories about this problem, I' ll continue to
write about it."
In the current issue of Rolling Stone,
there's a story about Blink !82's guitarist
Tom DeLonge working with John Kerry on
the campaign traiL Political activist Patti
Smith is back as well, with an article discussing her new album and her desire to
end George W. Bush's presidency. In a CD
review, the magazine discusses a song
titled, "America is not the world," featured
on Morrissey's new album You Are the
Quarry. Politics seems to be taking center
stage in the pages of the pop culture magazine. Must be an election year.
For more info rmation on this article and
the issue of student voter suppression visit
www.rollingstone.com or www.rockthevote.com.
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THE DISH

I'm too short. When I was
younger, I never really minded
being shorter than most of my
friends, because 1 had great
hopes and aspirations of growing taller as I got older.
However, that never happened. Instead. I've seemed to
top off at a measly 5 foot 2 and
a half inches. I like to say 5 foot
3, like on my license, because it
makes me feel better. That extra
half-inch really adds to your
credibility as !1. human being.
Being short means all of my
pants are too long. It's like a
cruel joke being played on me
by the fashion industry. I love
jeans, especially guys' jeans
because they aren't all super
tight and seemingly made only
for people who wear size three
and sport a trendy belly button
ring.
But that's a whole other issue
that I don't have the energy to
delve into. The issue I've been
grappling with for years is the
fact that all my pants are too
long-30 inches long are the
shortest pants they make, and
even those seem at least 2 inches
too long.Every pair ofjeans I own,
which is a lot (I am forced to
always buy new ones), are tom
up at the bottoms from the
swtshing and rubbing of the
denim as it drags against the
concrete. The bottoms of my
pants seem to be magnetically
pulled to the heels of my shoes.
New jeans don't look bad like
this at ftrst, and I often like the
fact that you can't always see
my shoes ... especially when I
wear my favorite weekend wide
leg pants. People often crack,
" Do you have feet?" No, I say, I
just float Of course I have feet,
and obviously they' re not down
far enough on the totem pole of
my leg.s for me to own a nice
pair of jeans that can withstand
more than a couple months of
scraping and dragging against
the ground. If only my 1Tl115Cles
were made of that stuff they put
msode Stretch Armstrong.
Cuffing up my pants in an
' 80s nostalgia kind of way
wouldn't even work for me.
Mcxt of my pants arc pretty
baggy, and the cuffs surely
wouldn 't hold. '!rust me. The
last tome I tncd to cuff my pants
was to nde a btkc, and that
ended woth my jeans swoftly
commg uncuffcd and caught up
on the 01ly b1ke cham- gcttllll!

ripped to shreds.
Sure, I could take my jeans to
the cleaners to get them
hemmed. But I'm weary of that
because A) I have so many
pants, and it would cost me a
fortune, and B) the last time I
took a pair of pants to get
hemmed was a complete and
utter nightmare.
It was about a year ago when
I found a great pair of jeans-on
sale. The problem was they were
about 5 inches too long. But I
loved them so much, I committed to paying to get them custom-sized.
After a week, I was allowed to ·
pick up my pants. A week? How
long does il take to cut off the
bottoms and sew them up? They
claimed they were really busy.
Fine. So I went to get my jeans,
and they had the nerve to charge ·
me $20. "Oh, there so much, so
much fabric. It hard to do with
soooo much fabric." No wonder. Instead of cutting the jeans
like any skilled person would
do, this particular cleaners
decided just to tuck the extra
fabric up under the legs, and
then sew them. Now, this would
be great if I were an ever-growing 10-year-old who might need
my pants taken down a notch in
a few months to keep up with
my developing body. What were
they thinking? I'm an adult and
this is as tall as I'll ever be.
After being completely unsatisfied with the lack of fabric
altering skills at the local cleaners, I decided to take my jeans
home. My stepdad is the sewing
machine master of my familyand he 's not afraid to admit it.
So, we measured my pants and
he cut and hemmed them perfectly. They went right to the
bottom of my shoes, but not .
where they would drag and get
tom UJr-they were just right:
beautiful. But then, I washed
them. Like an idiot, I washed
them after they were hemmed
just right, and of course being
100 percent cotton, they shrank
and I looked like I was awaiting
an impending flash flood.
Needless to say, those jeans
were turned into shorts.
.
I don't see why jean companies insist on only making jeans
to fit taller people like a gloveor a really perfectly fitting pair
of jeans, I suppose. This is
America, a country where you
could be as fat as you want and
still find jeans that fit, but if
you're short you're out of luck.
Jeans in my drawer have a
short life expectancy. I would do
anything to help them survivebut I just can't. Every $30, $40,
$50 and S60 pair of pants I own
will inevitably be at the mercy
of my heels and the street. Each
time wearing bnng.s them closer
to a slow and pamful death death by wear and tear. It's the
classic case of dcnun cnoelty.

save the
trees, read
it online!

•••
...
Davy Rothbart and Jason Bitner make it evidentthat one. person's trash is another's treasure with their magazine, Found. The popularity of Found magazme ts growmg as people everywhere are dt~covermg the beauty and intrigue of found objects, notes and photos. ~e Fo~d creators are currently on therr Slapdance Across
America Tour-which will cross all 50 states. Whtle m Chtcago, Rothbart shared some of his best finds woth
The Chronicle.
T he Chronicle: Tell me about the Found magazine reading tour.
Davy Rothbart: BasicaJly, l just take a big stack of my favorite
found notes and letters that have come in and I read them, but I get
kind of rowdy- a little carried away. The notes are just incredible and
people seem to ha'lte a good time hearing some of them brought to
life. My little brother Peter is a musician so he plays guitar and has
songs he's written based on some of these found notes. Then there 's
this four-page play that my brother found- he just found pages one,
two and four-so we have people come up from the audience to perform it. Then, ofcourse, we have people come up and share their own
finds. So, it's just about an hour long but it's a lot of fun.

C: So is there a CD of the songs based on the fmds?
DR: Yeah, Peter) band just came out with their ftrst CD ... it has
some of the songs on there.

C: People fmd stuff all the time, how did you guys come up with
the idea of creating a magazine using finds?
.
DR: I guess I just always--even since I was a kid I used to pick up
little pieces of notes and pictures I found around. It was just sort of a
.
hobby of mine for a long time. Some of my friends would fmd stuff and they'd always pass thetr fmds on to
me. But I think it was one note in· particular that kind of pushed it into a new thing. It was one I found in
Chicago, actually, on the windshield of my car. The note is addressed to Mario. It said, "Mario, I fucking hate
you. You said you had to work, then why is your car here at her place? You're a fuckmg !tar. I hate you, I hate
you, Amber. P.S . page me later."
.
When I got that note .I was just like "Oh my God." It just made me realize that I wanted to. do so~e~g.
with all the stuff1hat I've been fmding over the years. And as I roamed around the country Vtsltmg friends m
other cities, I saw that people would always have their great prize find hanging on their fridge and it was only
people that were in their kitchen that got to see that stuff. So,. it's just a natwal way for people to be able to
1
share their fmds with everyone else.
C: I know people can send in their fmds, but how do you know that the finds are legit flnd not just someone trying to get into the magazine?
.
DR: Well, there's no real way to know. But to me, I've discovered that truth is just far stranger tha~cllon.
The sruff that I 've found or that friends have found is just so crazy or interesting that there 's no need to make
anything up-because there's such great stuff already. And I think people just sort of respect the integrity of the
project. They realize that it's no fun to cheat.
C: What's one of the craziest things you've found?
DR: There 's a couple recent things that come to mind. There's this photograph mounted on Styrofoam ol
this big, muscular African-American guy playing the saxophone, and the funny thmg ts on the board Itselfon the back there 's a note that says: "l found this next to my dumpster with garbage thrown on top, fac m~
out. The person that left it really wanted it to have a home. l couldn't find an envelope b1g enough !If send •
in, so I'm sending it as is." And it just had the stamps on the back. So you know every postal employee frorr
L.A. to Ann Arbor got a chance to check that one out. And once-someone gave~ a little lamprey pre.serv;.c
in a jar of formaldehyde and there was a Post-It note pasted to the top that satd . Flaky and self-consctous...
Oh and someone once sent me a door from England. There's a note spray-pamted on m1e s1de tha~ sal!!, .
got y~u Hayes!" And it cost like 200 pounds to mail it. A friend of mine actually took ot and put 11 on hi:
house.

C: After Chicago you guys are going to some smaller towns, like LaGrange, Ill. Is there a big response it
smaller towns?
DR: Well, with Found, it's good because anyone can play. People of all ages-kids who are like 6 and peo j
pie as old as 96. People are more familiar with it in the cities. There's always some kind of cro~ but m. ~'J
suburbs, it'll be a nice way to introduce it to those people too-people are probably less familtar wtth tt 11
the first place.

To pick up a copy of Found Magazine or the Foun~ book that was_j~Ut rel~ased, c~eck local book or reocon1
stores. For more information. visit wwwfoundmagazme.com. And ijyou mused thetr recent show, don tfrt'.l
they're planning another Chicago J'tOp for Oct. 7.
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

Heaven Help-Us.

<

)

.Stop by The Columbia Chronicle Office • 623 S. Wabash • Room 205 • Chicago
TODAY, May 17th, during regular office hours, and pick up a complimentary pass (admit two}
to attend a special advance screening of "Saved" on Thursday, May 20th.
Posses ore ovaliable while supplies lost on o llrst-eorne. llrst-served basis. One pass per person. EmplOyees or all promotiOnal partners, their agencies, and those who received a pass wllllln the lOst 90 doys ore not eligible.

IN THEATRES FRIDAY, MAY 28TH!
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The upside to me sharing
By Andrew Greiner& Holly J.ones
News Editor & Contnbuling Wnter
ln the m1dst of a continued legal battle
between fi le-sharing netwo rks and the
Recording Industry Association of America,
some artists arc speakmg o ut about the benefits of sharing music.
.
The RIAA has tried to end file shanng
through various methods such as ra1dmg
KaZaA offices to sui~g scores of muSIC
swappers. but some artists beheve that peerto-peer networks. such as KaZaA, are a
viable means of music distribution espec1ally
for independent musicians.
KRS-One. a noted hiJ>-hop pioneer~ to ld
The Chronicle ihat he beheves file shanng IS
a good way for his music to be heard.
"I invite the pubhc to download my
album." KRS-One said. "Free downloadmg
helps artists like me."
Local artist Justin Boller agrees.
Boller plays bass for a local rock band The
Elvi. He sa1d that file. shanng helps to d1stnbute independent mus1c.
,
.
.
Boiler. who has a master s degree m mus1c
industry and IS a mus1c tutor m Lake County,
Ill ., said he doesn't know what to make of the
KaZaA versus the RIAA battle.
"I ran into this guy the other day, a,nd he
showed me a bumed copy. of [The Elvl S) !atest CD," Boller said. ·:1d1dn' t really m1nd .•
mean. at least he was hstemng to my mus1c.
According to Boller. gettm~ people to hsten is what independent mus1c IS all about.
With a plethora of hve shows to attend ~~ and
around Ch1cago, Boller .satd that hearing a
demo could make the d1fference between a
mediocre crowd and a packed house. . .
Bes1des, he sa1d, 1ndependent mUSICians
generally do n't tum a profit on CD sales.
"Who makes money off of record sales?
Record companies. I mean, I'm sure Janet
Jackson makes a buttload of money, and
bands like Incubus get pa•d really well. B~~
there's not really a lot of bands hke that,
Boller said.
.
.
While it is commonly beheved that artiSts
lose mo ney because of file sh~ng,. a recent
study conducted by Harvard Busmess School
and University of North Carohna suggests
otherwise.
.
The results from the study, wh1ch was
released on March 29, said that the loss m
record sales due to file sharing is virtually
nonexistent.
.
The Harvard study relied on actual downloading statistics, rather than polling or surveying Internet users. It utilized server logs
from a file-sharing network known as Open
Nap, to directly observe which files Internet
users are downloading most often.
They then compared that data to weekly
album sales information put out by Nielson
SoundScan. The study concluded that it
would take 5 ,000 downloads to equal the
value of one CD.

!

Help Infertile Couples Conceive
------------------------

~ Gr~;:o~, :~r~~e~~~:

ing is not really the probJem.
"The fact is that downloading usi ng services
s uch
as
L1mew1re,
KaZaA, and the late
Napster, does not work very well. These services are frustrating and mediocre at best.
Downloading is time consuming, often has
iffy results, and sometimes the .~own loads
aren't even what they claim to be, Ross sa1d.
" I think the real problem is burning COs,"
Ross said. "Why would someone buy a CD
for $18.99 when they can burn a CD that
costs them less than a quarter?"
Nikki Hemming, CEO of Sh'arman
Networks which owns KaZaA. said that file
sharing i; not a means to illegally produce
music, rather a new innovative technique that
record companies do n't understand y~t.
"Still the major entertainment st~d1os have
not caught o n," Hemming sa1d. 'They ~re
focusing on how they can litigate and legiSlate their way o ut of the problem presented by
a paradigm shift in the way dig1tal content IS
distributed."
Some proponents of file sharing suggest
record eompanies sho uld embrace the new
technology rather than fight it.
"Of course. one of the easiest and fastest
ways to promote is the Internet because of
the mass distribution," said OJ K-0, a
Chicago OJ who credits file s haring for keeping his music library fresh.
.
"I pride myself in having hot exclus1ves
and other music earlier than most people. An
up-and<Oming DJ.needs to have the hottest
and most current music, and a lot of t1mes
those hot songs and albums aren't actually
released in the store so it gives me an advantage over other DJs," K-0 said.
"Most of the sites and people that I talk to
always say that it is used to preview and if
you like what you hear, you buy and support
the album, which I believe in," he said. " It's
sort of like another type of promotio n for the
artists."
Boller said that artists, especially independent artists s ho uld be happy just to be

Charles E. Miller. MD & Associates, SC, seeks
healthy women, ages 21-33, living in the
Chicagoland area to be anonymous egg donors .
$5000 compensation for your time, effort, and
commitment .
If interested, call 630-428-2229 and ask for the
donor coordinator.

Charles E. Miller, MD &:. Associates
SPECIALISTS IN REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
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S . Wabash,
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Homemade 1/2 Pound Burgers, Baked Submarmes,
Thrkey Burgers, Salad~. Italian Beef, Soups; Hor .
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''Music is sort of like. I don't know, like
mountain biking. If you really love it, you're
going to spend a lot of money on a nice bike
and ride challenging trails. But nobody's
going to pay you to do that. You just have to
love it." Boller said. "Music has. to be the
same way. You've got to do it because you
like it. 1101 because you want to get rich:"

-Dominic Basta, Danielle Dixon, Miriam
Diana Malik, Jennifer Patterson,
Rachel Pulling, Brin Quick, Keanya Toran
and Aubrey Trip/ell contributed to the article.
lsmt~el,

kDWi;IIMta
~Wiler
~mes to file swapping, local
music stprea say it's just busineu as 11:'~1.
It's a hectic Saturday afttmoon IOSJde
icker Park's Rec~eu Records, 1S32 N .
ilwaukee Ave. The door barely shuta u
herds of die-hard music lovers pour in look·
ing for their favorite musicians· on vinyl or
CD. Clerks chatter with customers, suggesting beat sellen and newly released albums
by independent bands.
.
Later that day, at Lincoln Park•s Tower
t«S,rd$, 2301 N . Clatk St., it's much the
same scene. Loads of tl.enaJers and 20.
iomtth'iogs shuffle lbtoulh CDs rackJ with
the all the energy of a Pamr.lona bull run.
Mlclielle Lackl, a self..-.;bed avid MP3
and iTuna user, ..ld •he ttill d(le• hq regur rt(OI'd s~ng at Tower becauae, "It'•
close, eonvenJent and offer• the actu,al
11'1 ~le• online."
,
':Pile •baring is a great thi.nJ," Lackl said.
"J don' t buy leu music because of this
whole crau. I think I actually buy more
rt(OI'df oow-the Internet I• a ~nvenient
way 10 check out IOmething before you buy,
·
that'a all."
Such sentiinenll hardly eoJneide with the
picture the muaic industry has palntt4 In the
puf few month•: "JJina, alm01t dead buttnets, where eon• umer confidence hu aunk
due to t~ ptoliferation of Internet mutlc tile
•hat.lnJ.
· AccordlnJ 10 the owner• at lteckloa.• 1nd

. When it

prod-

PUNK 'R OCK
MONDAYS
FREE POOL
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Manifest04

MUSIC & DANCE IN GRANT PARK
11 :00 AM- 9:00 PM, Grant Park at Michigan & Harrison and in
Columbia College Sculpture Garden at Wabash & lith Street
Bebop to Hip Hop ... more than 30 acts on 3 stages with a total of 21 hours of music! This year's featured band is
Cyro Baptista &Beat the Donkey, a torrid, unstoppable ensemble of percussionists, samba dancers, Capoeira
performers, singers, and exotically costumed players. Also on the lineup are Heiruspecs (Hip Hop), Copeland (lndie),
Columbia's student bands, the high-energy student dance troupes Adrenaline, C.R.U.I. and more.

ARTWALK +SALE
11:00 AM- 1:00PM and 5:00-7:00 PM, Begin at 600 S. Michigan Avenue
Join us for a self-guided tour of more than 12 galleries and studio. The ArtWalk &Sale
showcases fine art, photography, interdisciplinary book and paper arts, multimedia work,
and more! With free continuous trolley service.

AND MUCH MORE!
Don't miss the live art happenings, human chess game, lively puppetry spectacle,
and other exhibitions, performances and installations around the Columbia
College campus in the South loop arts corridor.

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO.JlHE PUBLIC.

•
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ScOOter sales soar in 2004
ate at a Vespa dealership in
By lluBakle
Madison, Wis., agreed that ris ing
ManagingEiitor
gas prices will continue to steer
This summer cou ld prove to be interest toward scooters m the next
the season of the scooter. especial- couple of months, even though gas
ly as gas prices soar past $2 a gal- mileage is n' t the only thmg that
lon and commuters strugg le for gets people through th~ door. .
ways to save money at the pump.
Right now, Vespa IS enJoymg
And with a top gas mileage of one of its peak seasons, as the
100 miles to the gallon. there's no warm weather gets people into the
reason why the next few months buying mood, Schlatter said.
shouldn't see a rise in scooter From college students to ret1red
sales. local bike dealers to ld The locals, summer weather equals a
Chronicle.
scooter.
Scooterworks USA. a dealership
"Being o ut in the open [during
that sells new and vintage scooters, the summer), it's a selling point,"
has seen a rise in sales during the she said. ''There's so much more
last three years, despi te a dip in freedo m that people can get with
consumer interest in the mid- to one."
late- '90s. said Forrest Jadick,
Right nQw, a scooter called the
Scooterworks sales d1rector.
Granturismo is o n Vespa's hot Jist
According to Jadick, the accel- for the summer. according to
erated interest in the kitschy, Schlatter.
motorized two-wheelers lines up
Introduced in November 2003.
with his c ustomers' frustration it's the "biggest, fastest, most powwith the h1gh cost of gas.
erful and technologically advanced
"[Scooters arc) easier to park, Vespa that Piaggio has produced,"
easier to get around traffic, and ... according to Vespa's website.
insurance is very low," he said.
New scooter models, such as the
Plus. they help save on gas Granturismo, keep people coming
money. he said. an added benefit back, Schlatter said. Customers
that leads customers to dealerships like Ves pa's newest models
in the first place.
because they have a bigger engine,
Government officials recently allo wing it to go faster than ever
reported a national high for gas before, but they maintain the vinprices, which clocked m at $1.94 tage look that Vespa is known for.
per gallon. If the price continues
Everyone knows a Vespa when
to escalate. scooters could offer a they see one, she said.
fun, efficient and Jess expensive
According to the Motorcycle
answer to the problem.
Industry Counci l, motorcycle
Piaggio USA, which owns the sales, which include the sale of
rights to Vespa scooters, also touts scooters, have been on the rise for
gas efficiency with its scooters.
more than 10 years in a row, sig"Depending on engine size and naling a growing consumer interriding conditions, Vespa and est in something more than a fourPiaggio scooters boast an average wheel automobile.
fuel consumptio n rate of 40 to 60
" Sales rose 6.4 percent to
miles per gallon. enabling owners approximately 996.000 motorcrto travel as many as I 20 miles per cles in 2003. up from 936,000 m
2.5 gallon tank," according to a 2002," according to an MIC press
Piaggio press release.
release.
Renee Schlatter, a sales associScooter sales alone have

Come enjoy our
mouthwatering speciai.J

616 5. DEARBORN
CHICAGO, IL 60605

\

increased by 21 percent in the first
part of 2004, as opposed to the previous year, according to MIC.
Scooter Life. an online magazine dedicated to scooter connoisseurs. also pointed to the economic effectiveness of scooters, especially when it comes to electric
scooters.
As listed on Scooter Life's list of
three major advantages of electric
scooters, "replacing car trips with
an electric bike saves on insurance,
purchase price and related reg istration fees."
And electric scooters are easier
to use and are more environmentfriendly, the Scooter Life site stated.
But there are still other reasons
to purchase a scooter bes ide gas
mileage efficiency, Scooterworks'
Jadick said .
This summer, Scooterworks'
hottest scooter is the Stella, a vintage- looking two-wheeler that runs
for just under $3,000.
Similar to the Vespa, the Stella
was fas hioned after a classic, more
vintage-looking bike popular
decades ago.
The Stella website touts its one
and only scooter, which features
manual trans missio n-because
" it's mo re fun ," according to
Jadick-and a body model reminiscent o f the Audrey Hepburn
classic Roman Holiday, giving
custo mers multiple reasons to
jump o n the Stella scooter bandwago n.
"Stella is fast, accelerates
briskly and shifts 'like buttah,'
according to the site. "She's got
Bitubo gas shocks, a Grimeca front
disc brake and premium tires all as
standard features."
Used scooters are another option
for people frustrated at riding gas
costs. Ebay has nearly 6.000
entries for the word "scooter."

A motorbike is a scooter is a
moped is a motorcycle? As sales
begin to rise in the "scooter" industry,
it's important to lcnow how to classify the vintage looking motorized
two-wheel bikes hitting the streets

'The speed of a scooter varies
depending on the siu of its engine,
with sorue as fast as 100 mph. A
scoocer. on the other band, doesn't
typically ex:ceed 35 mph. Scoocen
gCIIe11llly ale slower than IIIOIOrcy-

tbis sununer.

cles.

According to Scooter Life, an
online scooter guide, a scooter can
technically be considered a moped. .
A scooter, sometimes referred to as a
motor scooter, is ·•a subclass of
motorcycles utilizing a distinctive
structural design." according to the
site.
A moped. it staled, is "any twowheeled vehicle of any design. which
meets local regulations thai commonly relate to speed restriction.~ " ~ •

1be stale of-California defines a
motorized iCOOCef ;as ·Many twowheeled device dlil bas bandlcbus.
is designed to bt stoodion•1111011
the openiOr, and ia
eleclric motor tbaeil
pelling the device
human propulsion. •
•
Jn thai state, ~ aren't coosidered mopeds.
-lba IJakU
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Troy brings no joy to summer movie scene
~~~~d ;h:~

By Adam Eerfngton

Coomel1asy Elitoc
There's only one word that
sums up Wolfgang Petersen's
Troy:Underwhelming.
As audiences, we've been
spoiled. Peter Jackson and crew
raised the bar to an almost unapproachable level with the Lord of
the Rings trilogy, and as an audience, we've now come to expect
more from our auteurs.
And that's the way it should be.
But it still feels disappointing

epic in the
hands of a
competent
director
is
reduced to little more than
a choppy highlight reel of svelte
and tanned actors delivering lines
from an artlessly crafted script.
From the o utset, it's hard to figure out what kind of film Troy is:
a stirring account of the Trojan
War, an incisfve commentary on
the frai l and dichotol.---------,.,==:----------, mous nature of
humanity or the tragic tale of Achilles.
Either way, Petersen
puts all of his eggs in
one basket, and they
all end up rotten by
the end.
After a rousing
opening scene where
Achilles (Brad Pitt,
looking as sunbleached and toothsome
as
ever)
defeats a monstrous
Greek warrior with
one blow to prevent
a battle, the film putters out and runs on
fumes as it crawls
for the next three
hours
to
its
inevitable climax.
For the firsi half
hour or so, you may
be foo led. But by the
time Paris (former
elf Orlando Bloom)
beds the sullen and
perpetually expressionless
Helen
(Diane Kruger) and
whisks her away
from
Menelaus,
you'll be twitching
Brad Pitt stars as the tragic 'Achilles.'
in your seat.

Enter Agamemnon (the ferociously gleeful Brian Cox), King
of Greece and brother to the cuckolded King of Sparta, who uses
Helen 's abandonment as an
excuse to war with the Trojans.
However, he can't do it without
Achille's help, despite the fact
that he has more than 50,000 soldiers at his command.
Nonetheless, Odysseus (Sean
Bean, in a criminally under utilized role) is dispatched to convince Achi lles to join with the
Spartans, and so the movie actually begins.
It is worth noting that Troy is
"inspi red by" sophist Homer's
The Iliad, but any adherence to
the origi nal story is cast off.
Hector .(Eric Bana) is altered from
a proud, bullying general into a
noble and tormented· man dealing
with the recriminations of his
brother's wandering eye, while
Brad Pitt carries Achilles like the
bastard child of a Dickensian aristocrat.
The few glimmers of promise
from Bean or Cox are sparse, with
barely enough meat to feed the
audience's interest.
Not even the battle scenes can
save this film. The camera
sweeps, cuts and jostles so often
that it's difficult to tell who's
killing whom. What should have
been staged with aplomb and
grandeur seems like an amateur
display at the Renaissance Fa ire.
There are no epic charges, no
rousing moments of glory, just
men in expensive costumes
falling down a lot.
By the time the perennial
Trojan Horse appears, the story Eric Bana stars as 'Hector' in the
and characters, much like the tiona! resonance. But that's OK,
explanation for the giant wooden because you won't have cared
beast's appearance, are just an about the characters to begin with.
afterthought.
If you want to do yourself a
The ensuing climax of the film favor, sit this train wreck of a film
is rushed and devoid of any emo-

Third Generation- Same Family.Ownership
312-427-5580 • 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898

Courtesy Alex Bailey

Warner Bros. Pictures epic
out and read The Iliad instead to
see how it should really be told.
It's a shame, frankly. After more
than 3,000 years, you'd think they
could get it right.

Our 105th
Year
www.central-camera.com
email: sales@central-camera.com

We're Close, We're Convenient, We're here to Help You! We Open @ 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week

LOW

Just In Time For Finals:

PRICES
EVERYDAY

5%

PLUS AN ADDITIONAL
OFF FOR STUDENTS &
FACULTY

On Most SUPPUES; FILM;
AUDIO, DV, or VIDEO TAPE;
PAPER; CHEMISTRY; TRIPODS,
FLASH UNITS 4 MOST OTHER
SUPPUES Ptrchases.

Always L.ow Prices On:

EPSON ::.,
We Now Have
~~

~

._.....

NEW LOWER PRICES
On All The Epson
Papers & Inks We Stock.
We also have great prices on Inkjet Papers from:
•Arches
• Bergger
• IIford
• Konica
• Luminos
• fetanol
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Hair today, gone tomorrow
By Candace Comer
Staff Writer
Can human hair trends really
reveal a lot about people's culture
and history?
HairStories, an art exhibition
featured now through July 3 at the
Chicago Cu ltural Center, 78 E.
Washington St., is getting to the
"roots" of that question. Curated
by Kim Curry-Evans, visual arts
director o f 40 Acres Gallery and
Cultural Center in Sacramento,
Cali f., the exhibit features an SOyear-old collection of art, including 62 paintings, sculptures, photographs, and other mediums
reflecting the significance of
African-American hair on contemporary American culture.
"The show is a thematic collection about African American hair
as a cultural expression of emotion, from pride to shame," said
Lanny Silverman, curator of exhibitions
for
the
Chicago
Department of Cultural Affairs. "It
is historic and contemporary."
" Ha irStories"
is part of
"Embrace Art in Chicago:
Summer 2004," a ci tywide celebration of diversity in visual art.
The
dance
performance
'·HairStories," served as inspiration for the exhibi tion, when it was
created by Jawole Willa Jo Zollar,
artisttc director of the New Yorkbased dance tro upe Urban Bush
Wo men.
The stones explore stereotypes
within African-American culture
by orgamztng the exhibition
works into four themes. The
themes include "good" and "bad,"
and social and political symbolism. In African-American culture,
"good" hair was percei ved as
being stratght and silky, meanwhtle "bad" hatr was curly and
nappy. The stereotypes originated

River

Cominuedfrom Front Page

as he attempted to select the rest
of the filmmakers for the shoot
and get the necessary boats.
" In many ways, the boats I chose
mirrored the character of each individual filmmaker," Carlson said.
"The Hollywood directors are
relaxing on bigger boats downtown
amongst the skyscrapers, while the
independent artists are in smaller,
manually powered water craft up-

Guy, Johnny Winter and Willie
Dixon titled, The Blues Was Red
Hot, as well as a rockumentary on
guitarist Adrian Belew .titled The

Bears:

Out

of

Hibernation.

Currently, Carlson is finishing
post-production work on Johnny
Dodgeball, a pseudo sports documentary.

river."

The discussion of Chicago filmmaking was enhanced by interviews with local critics such as Ray
Pride, Dann Gire, Roger Ebert and
the late Gene Siskel. Their insightfu l contributions added some interesting tidbits about the film industry in Chicago.
" But the Chicago River is the
real star of the film," Carlson said.
"When you get out there, with or
without the camera, the whole city
opens up around you."

Chicago Filmmakers on the
Chicago River originally premiered
'Hair Stories_' is currently on display at the Chicago
Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington St. until July 3.
as early as the 16th century, with graphs , "Michael" and " LaToya"
the interest in skin pigmentation
"HairStories" offers the opporand other features serving as !unity to see a wide range of condetermining factors in societal temporary work while also engagroles.
ing with an interesting idea around
''There is a lot behind it cultur- the issue of black hair. It is both
ally, and it is an interesting way of subject matter and aesthetic mateexploring
race
relations," ri al in this exhibition," said
Si lverman said.
Dawoud Bey, artist and full-time
The exhibition includes nostal- Columbia faculty member in the
gic artifacts, including hot Photography Department. " I don~t
straightening combs, Totally Hair think there has been another exhtBarbie and Jet magazine, as well bition recently to attempt to do
as a litter of historic pictures fea- this."
turing legendary mane trendsetThe films include Kink, Bum
ters, from Bob Marley to Nat King Heads, and Spike Lee's first film,
Cole. Chicago artists are among Joe's Bed-Stuy Barbershop: We
the national collection, including Cut Heads, which relate to the hisrenowned painter Kerry James torical significance of AfricanMarshall's "De Style," a depiction American hair. Gallery talks, film
of a barbershop gathering. and viewing and admission to the
local artist Dawoud Bey's photo- exh ibition are free.

at the Art Institute of Chicago's
Film Center in 1998. The 2004
DVD features a re-edit and
includes an extra hour of bonus
footage.
The end result is a fascinating
look inside both the Hollywood
and independent film scene. The
DVD balances effectively between
local artists and Hollywood filmmakers and contains a great deal of
extra footage that breaks down the
work it took Carlson to complete
the documentary.
Carlson said he participated in
the film program at Columbia from
1988 to 1990 with a concentration
on film directing. "I did a little bit
of everything," Carlson said. "I did
30 short films before I started at
Columbia."
Since then, Carlson has produced
and directed several independent
shorts and feature length programs.
He's worked on a feature-length
music documentary starring Buddy

Carslon is happy working on
these projects and plans to continue
his career right here in Chicago.
"People think they need to move
out west to Los Angeles," Carlson
said. "A lot of filmmakers don't
have the guts to make it happen
right here in Chicago."
Carlson hopes this project provides a different look at the industry and creates discussions among
potential filmmakers.
" It gives you a unique perspective, both visually and emotionally," Carlson said. "It makes you
think about the history that surrounds Chicago and the river's role
in it from the very beginning. The
river is the biggest reason why
filmmakers participated in the film.
They understood my approach was
different, and at the same time, they
were going to get a cool boat ride."
Chicago Filmmakers on the
Chicago River is available for purchase
at
Tower
Records,
www.amazon.com or www.filmfoetus.com.
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OPEN" HOU
Origina[ o/isua[}l rt
~usic

o/icfeo Screening
Creative :Non-Piction
Poetry
Open ~ic

h

'l1ie 'Writing Center invites you to an Open Jfouse cefe6rating 0
tfie interaiscipfinary artworl(createa 6y stuaents in Jntroauction
to Literature, I ntroauction to c.R§adlng, ana Poetry dasses, ana 0
afso tfie Writing Center Community ofWriters.
rrliis e'CJent wi{{ 6e lieU in tfie Writing Center (ja{fery 0
anawi{{ 6e caterea 6y ~~

MAY 20, 2004 - 4:00PM TO 7:00PM - 33 EAST CONGR.ESS, SUITE 100
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
AC ROSS
1 Wa1kiki leasr
5 Church areas
10 Sharp 1nlake ol
brealh
14 · - 11 a Plry"
15 French ciry
known lor 1e><t1les
16 Square measure
17 Orog1nal S1o1c
18 "The Righi Sl uff"
star
20 Roll with lhe
punches
22 Tango ream
23 Asian capital
24 Sublle 1mplica1ion
27 Crescen1
28 Pup11s. e g
31 NASA orbtler
33 Fruit concoclion
34 Wager
35 Rages
39 Shorrages
42 Raplure
43 Tr~p 1n the bush
44 Org ol S trange
and Couples
45 Stenerud or
Steen
46 Guy's date
47 Cla1m
presumptuously
SO Slump
53 Converged
55 Came to
57 Bulloon
58 Waterproof wool
cloth
62 Bloodsucker's
wayollile
65 C reated
66 FOOd on the hoof
67 Taylor oi "The
Nanny"
68 N1ghts before
69 Crav1ngs
70 Uneasy feeling
71 Transm1lled
DOWN
1 Mmnelliof
"Cabaret"
2 Second·hand
3 Dancer Pavlova
4 Paradtse
5 Gore and Capp
6 Visualizes
7 Last to lln~sh

SECURE
SUMMER WORK
NOW!
A career journey begins with a single
step at Chicago Job Resource www.chicaga·
jobresource.com

Get the ' bleep' out of the cold!
Mexico/Carribean only $125 each way all
taxes included. Other worldwide destinations
cheap. Book on-line www.airtech.com or
(212) 219·7000.

8 "Rocket Man·
rocker John
9 In pos11ion
10 Joyous
c elebratiOn
11 Fighl venue
12 Mexicali m•ster
13 Wild lear
19 Haunters
21 Blasi leiters
25 San Francisco
height
26 Throw away
28 June honorees
29 Concep1
30 Table extens•on
32 Rummy
36 lndtan punce
37 Coli entrance
exams
38 ·Auld Lang _ .
40 Tauered cloth
41 Oullines
42 Ways out
44 Go1ng by
48 Black gold
49 D warflike
creatures

,. .,.
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SO M audlin
51 In the know
52 Br~dge maven
54 L1ke some
cereals
56 Kyser and
Medford

,s

z

59 Kev1n Kline
movte
60 GenesiS place
61 Cozy home
63 W nter Levin
64 NYC opera
house

$15.00 Base-Appt.
• conditions Exist. All Ages 18+.
*Scholarship Opportunities
• Flexible Schedules
*Apply Now, Start After Finals
*Entry level Customer Sales/Service
• All Majors Considered
Bloomington
(309) 661·0888
Carbondale
(618) 351 -0006
Champaign
(217) 359·6909
Chicago/lincoln Park (312) 397·1570
Chicago/North Side
(773) 866·1608
Collinsville
(618) 345·6141
Crystal Lake
(815) 788·1no
Decatur
(217) 422·3500
Effingham
(217) 347·8884
Elgin
(847) 841 -7710
Gurnee
(847) 356·3487
Joliet
(815) n3-9011
Kankakee
(815) 939·3010
Merrillville, IN (219) 756·0977
Naperville
(630) 505·0744
Northbrook
(847) 509·8376
Oakbrook
(630) 574..()575
Orland Park
(708) 460·5584
Peoria
(309) 681-8900
Quincy
(217) 222·1922
Rockford
(815) 399·4440
Schaumburg
(847) 781·8800
Springfield
(217) 787·0500

For More Information or to Apply Online:
collegestudentWortf.com

got work.
Local office of National firm filling positions in C hicago.
Customer sales/service so must have good people skills.

$14 Base-Appointment Guaranteed Pay
Cond itions Exist - Training Provided - Flexible Schedules
All Majors May Apply- Secure a Summer Position

All Areas! No Brokers!

Get more information or apply at

1-877-FOR-RENT

www.4co)leeework,com/chj

or call ASAP!
(773) 866- 1608
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event planning?
Do you have a Columbia e·vent idea?
Help improve the quality of StUdent life!
Are you interested in

Build

experience and resume!
Work on events like Manifest, Jam of
the year, and The Biggest Mouth show!
your

apply today!
Student Activities
· 623 Wabash Ave.
Suite 313 · 312-344-7459

Columbia

COLLEGE

CHICAGO!(;

www.colum.edu • studentprogrammingbd@colum.edu

1st National Credit Services
Have you filed for bankruptcy?
Banks rejected your loan requests?
Are you struggling to pay your bills?
Do you need help finding financial security?

THE BEST WEBSITE TO
FIND AJOB IS ACTUALLY
LOOKING TO FILL SOME.

CareerBuilder.com7 the nation's leading online recruitment webs~e. is looking to add talented individuals to its sales team.
We offer a work environment that rewards our employees with financial security and a rapid career track.
If you're looking for a fun, fast·paced environment with a lot of advancement potential, then a career in sales at
CareerBuilder.com is for you. Previous experience is not required. To findout more or to set up an interview, contact us at
773.527.5621or careers@careerbuilder.com.

careerbuildercom
·
The·smarter way to find a better job.
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IN
LIZA
Summer & Fall Re_gistration
has been -extended!
As an added service to students, the Summer and Fall
registration time periods have been extended.
Registration on OASIS for the SUMMER 2004 semester has been re-opened.
You can register or change your class schedule until midnight (CST) June 5th.
Registration and class revision for the FALL 2004 semester will remain
open until midnight (Csn October 2nd.
Please remember that faculty advising clearances are required to register for
Fall semester. Advising clearances are not required f9r Summer.
• You can register from your home computer, or on any other
computer with Internet access. It is not necessary to go to a campus
computer lab to register. However, if you do not have access to a
computer you may register on campus at either of the Internet
Cafes, 731 S. Plymouth Court or 1104 S. Wabash.
If you need assistance, please call the Help Desk at 312-344-7788
between the hours of 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday- Friday.
• Verify that you are registering, or changing your class schedule, for
the correct semester. Both Summer and Fall semesters are open for
registration. ·
·
• Financial information - Students who owe an unpaid balance ~ust
resolve their student account before they can register. Check your
OASIS course and fee statement for your current balance. Please
contact the Student Financial Services office at 312-344-7140 or
e-mail sfs@colum.edu to resolve any unpaid balance.

If you have questions about the registration process, please feel free to
contact the Records Office, 312-344-7224.

o11efs

May 17, 2004
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AUTISM ONE .
2004 CONFERENC.E • MAY 27·- 30
TH,E W~STIN HOTEL
909 N . MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO ll

A Conference for Parents and Practitioners for the Care,
Treatment, and Recovery of Children with Autism ~
The Most Comprehensive Conference on Autism Ever Assembled!

Don't miss this breakthrough conference. For more information
w-Nw.AutismOne.org or Call Edmund Arranga at 714.680.0792

Undergrou
. · 5. Michigan - BaserTlent
Mon.- Tnurs. 8-6, Fn. 8-3

using the Soutl),Gu~;b. Diet plan. They are items tnalf.~I:I~~UJO

.
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Bikers,welcome in Chicago
0

City provides cyclists _with good roads, ample. facilities, bike education

By Allcl1

Dorr
Slaft Wnter
With M ay as National Bike
Mo nth and Bi ke Ch icago 2004
already unde rway. th e c ity is
fl exing its bike-friendl y muscl es.
After a lmost two decades o f
wo rk o n the city, Bicyclin g mag-·
azine named Chi cago the best
city fo r bicycling with a popul atio n o f more than I mill ion in the
United States in 2002. The magazine wrote, "Chi cago has made
incredible strides to become a
great cycl ing town ."
Those stndes are e v1dent with
e very pedal. In the past decade
.Chicago has impro ved everything fro m bike lanes to its
lakesho re path. Ch icago is on iis
way to putting the IO,OOOth bike
rack in the city, about do uble the
amo unt in New York Ci ty.
According to Dan Korman ,
director of membership and
communications
for
the
Chicagoland Bicycle Federation,
Chicago is the friendliest large
c ity when it comes to bicyc ling.
" Not only has the city made
huge s trides in improv ing its
roads and parking for bikes. but
there is also a significant bicycling community in Chicago,"
Korman said.
Chicago boasts eve rything

WaJ-Mart

from monthly rides with Critical
Mass Chicago, the local chapter
o f a wo rldwide group, to the
numerous clubs and organi zatio ns that cater to bikers. These
groups work closely with the city
and Mayor Ric hard M. Daley, a
bicycling enthu sias t himself. to
continue changing the city.
In 1991 , Daley established the
Bicycle Advisory Council to better meet the needs of bikers in
the city. According to Brian
Steele, s po kes man for the
Chicago
Department
of
Transpo rtation Bike Program,
the council and COOT concentrate on three main areas-physical improVements, bicycling
education and advocacy.
" It is a good investment on
everyoQe 's part to make it easier,
safer and more efficient for bikers," Steele said. "The city
wants to make biking a viable
alternative to cars."
One of Chicago's ways of
doing thi s is hosting Bike
Chicago 2004, a three-month
festival for bikers. Throughout
May, the·city has scheduled panels on relevant pro blems bikers
face, such as where the best
paths for commuting are, as well
as organized rides. The most
notable ride is the annual Bike
the Drive, where on May 30 the

city will s hut down Lake Shore
Drive and allow bicyclists to ride
it for almost five hours.
COOT also takes suggestions
o n where the next bike racks
s hould be put, which are free as
long as they are installed by the
city. The Bike Program receives
many of their requests from business o wners.
Beyond the bicycle racks,
however, a new addition to
Millennium Park will offer even
more for bicyclists downtown.
The Millennium Park Bike
Station, a $3.1 million project,
will offer storage for more than
300 bikes, a bike repair shop,
showers and lockers for those
who commute on bikes. Steele
said the station will be the
largest of its kind in the Midwest
and is part of an ongoing campaign to advocate bike riding.
"Riding bikes reduces congestion, it improves air quality and
promotes health and fitness,"
Steele said.
Despite all of the things being
done to improve Chicago for
bicyclists, there are still c hallenges to riding in the city.
Many bicyclists complain to
COOT about the metal grated
bridges, which according to
Steele cannot always be fixed
because they are part moveable

Andrew J . Scoii/The Clronicle

Named the best city for bicycling with a population of more than
1 million, Chicago hosts Bike Chicago during the month of May,
giving bicyclists opportunities to ride and to discuss biking issues.
bridges. A continuing survey by
the CBF has found that the
biggest concern for bikers is
motorists being unaware of
them.
The city provides ongoing
bicycling education and awareness classes through a group of
volunteer bicyclists called the
bicycle · ambassadors.
Matt
Maloney, a bicycle ambassador
and planning assistant for the
CBF, said most reported bike
crashes occur when a motorist
opens their door into the bike

lane, commonly referred to . as
"dooring."
Maloney said suggestions
have been made to better educate
motorists to the fact that they are
sharing the road, but in the
meantime, bicycling activists are
concentrating on educating children and interested adults on the
dangers o f biking in the city.
"Bicyclists need to be aware of
the common ways they can be
injured when riding , so they
know what to dQ wben they arc
on the streets," Mil~y said.

opment is Joe Morre of the 49th
Ward on the city's far North Side.
He sees the issue not only as one
affecting
an
economically
depressed neighborhood, but the
city as a whole.
"I certainly understand the
desire for aldermen Mitts and
Brookins to have new developments [in their wards]," he said.
"But based on the experience of
scores of other cities, we find that
Wai-Mart often defeats more jobs
than it creates. We need tO take a
more holistic view about this -!
think it could mean a significant
setback for all of us who are working in our communities to redevelop o ur commercial areas."
And then there's the wage issue.
' 'To say· the average wage is S8
an hour is to say it isn't really a
job," said Robert Simpson, presi-·
dent of the Chicogo chapter of the
Coalitio n
of
Black
Trade
Unionists. "After costs and tues.
it's more like minimum wage. We
believe every job s hould pay a livable wage . and you can' t make it
off SS .SO an ho ur--especially
when you hove a fnmily."
Eli t nbeth Orca, public relations
coordinutor for Local 881 of the
United Food and Commercia l
Worken Union. sees danaers not
only for Wai-Mnrt employees, but
o ther workers as well .
" Wnl-Mart usuAlly comes In and
pnys the minimum wage, which
forces nil other wo rkers' w~s
downwnrd," she snld. ..1'1\ftl means
there's 11 scvorcl m p~~ct o n C;(istlna
workers In other l 01:~t lons, too. It
may seem like " fi1t, but there'$ a
luna·tcrm lmpn~t many people
may not be wllllna to l;(plorc."
In Its lk unun, h: Impact Report.
Wai-Mart llst8 th Wllllll ranae 1\lt

Calif.), senior Democrat on the
Ho use Committee on Education
and the Workforce. says that the
average Wai-Mart employee
nationally cams $8.23 an hour,
below the _average s upermarket
employee's wage of $ 10.35 an
hour.
No ne of that matters much to
many of the Wal-Mart su pporters
in Austin and C hatham. They point
to the fact that there are already
Wal-Marts throughout the suburbs
that ring the city, and they feel that
since these s uburban locations are
already drawing s hoppers from
their communities. having a WaiMart in their neighborhood simply
means that their long-neglected
communities are finally getting
some of what they deserve.
"Wa i-Mart is already
10
Chicago ," Brookins said . ''There 's
one in Iwest suburban I Burbank.
T here's o ne o n 9Sth Street in
Evergreen Plll'k. So how can we
put our heads in the s.nd and say
Wai-Mart can't come' here? W hat
I've seen happening is Ch~Qaoins
have spent at least $200 million in
area Wa i- Marts last year. But
Chicago aets no sales IIIX dollars.
no property tiiX dollars, and we're
spending our dollm there anyway.''
Pllstor Joseph Kyles of Heirs of
the Promise Church at 4100 W.
Orand Ave., and ono of the mem·
bers
the 37th W.rd Putors
Alliunce, sees the C<lntro~y sul'o
rou ndina the propoul fuf hi$
neiahbot'hood as belna tundan~n
tolly unf11lr. tandlnll aiMasi~
Mitt at 11 May 12 rommunity
meeting Ill Pn.'"'l.~et Ca~r
•Atadllmy Ill\ the dty's 0\ll'lh st
side that ltl(luuttl ~~tatl~
fhlm W11l M.a-1 It If, he 1111\' •
tl~ tht nllltlvatkln of othet:l
lnY61ved In tht naht.

Continued from Back Page

this side of the argument arc union
workers. academics, concerned
c iu zens and , in the case of
Chlcago, aldermen who see the
future o f their own co mmunity in
what's happening in A ustin and
C hatham.
- " I think that there are two kinds
o f people w ho o ppose (these
developments],"
said
Jeff
McCourt, director of Ill inois Good
Jobs First, a national research and
policy organization that examines
how state and local subs1dies are
used 10 the pn vate sector. "One is
a group of people w ho are opposed
to Wal-Mart emenng these commumlles on pnnciple The other 1 ~
opposed to Wal-Mart entermg
commumtle~ hke Au~u n wnhout
mak10g any forma l comm1tmenb
10 the community that there wi ll be
actual benefib."
Eice Redmond o f the South
Aust1n Coahtion, a long-runni ng
We~t S 1de neighborhood group,
behev~ strongly enough m ho ld10g Wal -Mart 10 the1r prom1ses
that he and odJer\ have drafted a

12-point C ommunity Benefits
Agreement designed to spell out
what he and others say is necessary for the community to support
the proposed store. In the agreement are demands that the co mpany swear off receiving public s ubsidies fo r the project, pro mise to
assign a minimum percentage of
j o bs c reated to local wo rkers ,
adhere to a "neutrality" agreement
that would allow Wai-Mart workers to unio nize if they wished and
"agree to not use predato ry pricing
schemes to undercut existing local
bu~i nesses. "

Q uestions over whether Wa lMart creates or destroys jobs in the
long run IS one of the core d isagreeme nt ~ between s upporters
and o pponents o f the~e and o ther
locations. While area residents,
and the company itself, are foc using on the immediate j obs that may
be created. others questio n the
lo ng-term impac t o n communi tie~
from a company that prides itself
10 no t only offenng lo wer pnces
than every nther business it com-

petes with. but also being the mos t
efficient in getting the most sales
dollars o ut of e very employee it
hires.
"Wai-Mart spans so many different sectors [in the products they
sell] and they're so competitive in
these sectors, they' re a completely
different animal than other types
of s to res," said Chirag Mehta,
research
associate
at
the
University o f Illino is Center for
Urban Econo mic Development,
which co mpleted a study in March
that s howed that there would be a
net loss o f jo bs in a 3-mile radius
of the Kil patrick Ave nue locatio n
after the fi rst year of operation.
"As a rule, Wa i-Mart squeezes
more sales o ut o f eac h man hour,
so they can gene rate the same do llars out of fewer wo rkers. So,
you' ll have a net loss. As well,
when 'big- box· retail o pens in o
dense urban market, they 're generally not creating new j o bs. they
simply replace o ther jobs ."
One o f the a ldermen who has
publicly opposed the Austin devel-
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Betting popular
in NCAA sports
0 Study shows money influences college athletes
By Teddy Greenstein

Mayor's casino plan goes bust
0 lllinois officials reject proposal to bring gambling to downtown Chicago
By Chris Coates

E<itor·ifl.Chiel
A plan by Chicago Mayor
Richard M. Daley that would have
brought gambling within walking
distance of Columbia's South Loop
campus was nixed by Illinois Gov.
Rod Blagojevich, who said he
would not grant the state's lith
casino license.
One of the possible sites for
Daley's land-based casino sits less
than a mile west of Columbia's
campus.
Blagojevich said he would not
approve the Chicago-owned casino
less than 24 hours after a May 10
press conference in which Daley
said he would ask state lawmakers
for permission to build a casino
"near downtown."
Daley said the venture could
bring in as much as $300 million in
annual revenue for the city. He said
the funds could help finance city
schools and city building construetion costs.
While Daley did not pin down an
exact location, early speculation
pointed to one of a handful of tracts
of available land large enough to
support a land-based casino, an
official in the city's Planning and
Development Department said.
One such plot was the vacant 8_
acre lot on the southwest comer of
Harrison and Wells streets, about
six blocks west of Columbia's
Residence Center, 731 S. Plymouth

Court.
The parcel sits north of the River
City condominium and butts up
against the south branch of the
Chicago River. The Cook County
Assessor's Office values the land at
$629,200.
The land is owned by Jackson,
Fla.-based CSX Real Property Inc..
the real estate subsidiary of the
national railroad company, and is
zoned commercial. In the plot's
current unoccupied state, residents
from the nearby River City complex use the land as a makeshift
dog park.
Representatives from River City
did not returr. calls from The
Chronicle.
Other sites reportedly included
the vacant U.S. Post Office along
East Congress Parkway and the
McCormick Place Lakeside Center.
All three locations are near major
expressways.
No location would be named
until the state grants the city a casino license, said Daley's spokeswoman Rosa Escareno.
And while Daley's plan to place
a bustling casino near downtown
may be on hold, the area's U.S.
congressman said the city should
be weary of relying on gambling
funds to finance city projects.
"What worries me is the continuing reliance upon gaming as a primary resource to generate capital to
operate 'government," U.S. Rep.
Danny Davis (D-Ill.) told The

Chronicle from his Washington,
D.C., office.
Davis, whose district includes
Columbia, said he is concerned that
a casino in the area would be "detrimental to the educational Mecca in
the South Loop."
But he stopped short of all out
condemning the efforts to building a gambling venue within city
limits.
"If there is to be gaming," Davis
said, "I'd much rather for the
money spent by Chicagoans to
remain in Chicago, at least some of
it, to help the costs of operating the
government."
Daley has floated the idea of a
casino in C hicago before, including millings in the late 1980s for a
casino in the South Loop.
Blagojevich, meanwhile, has
repeatedly said he will not support
any additional casino developments in the state.
The state operates nine casinos in
Illinoi s, none of which are in
Chicago. The state granted a 1Oth
casino license for a gambling venture in northwest suburban
Rosemont, Ill.
An 11th license, this time for
downtown, would be too much , the
governor said.
"Putting a casino in Chicago
opens the door for all of us to take
the easy way out and avoid making
the difficult and necessary budget
decisions," Blagojevich said at the
May II conference.

Ciicago Tnbune
CHICAGO (KRT)-When stories broke in February about the
lurid side of college football
recruiting-tales of campus visits
that included strip clubs, alcohol,
private planes and lobster dinners-the NCAA's response was
to form a task force to initiate
reform.
"In the past, the NCAA has
often waited until a problem
boiled over and then reacted ,"
NCAA President Myles Brand
said.
That apparently will not be the
case with another potential campus epidemic-student-athletes
betting on sports.
Brand joined several colleagues
in Chicago on May 12 to discuss
the findings of an NCAA-commissioned study that found significant levels of gambling among
college athletes.
Brand also announced the formation of a 26-member task force
that outgoing Notre Dame
President Rev. Edward A. Malloy
will head to examine the problem
and offer solutions.
"We're trying to get ahead of
the curve and make a difference,"
Malloy said. "This isn't responding to [scandals] at Kentucky,
[City College of New York].
Boston College, Northwestern."
Brand repeatedly said sports
gambling threatens both the weifare of student-athletes and the
integrity of the game.
Whi le nearly 35 percent of male
student-athletes surveyed said
they had engaged in some type of
sports betting over the past year,
the more alarming numbers were
these: 1.1 percent of football players said they had "taken money for
playing poorly in a game," and 2.3
percent admitted they had been
asked to affect the outcome of a
game because of gambling debts.
In all, more than 49,000 student-athletes (out of 360,000) said
they bet on college sports last
year. The forms included NCAA
basketball pools, parlay cards and
wagers through a bookie or with a
friend.
" With percentages li ke these,
there is no college or university in
the NCAA that can safely claim it
does not have a gambling problem
on campus," Brand said.
And though the survey was
anonymous, officials warned that
these might be Iow-en<j figures.

. " If the game is affected negattvely by gambling," Malloy said,
"the sport loses integrity, and then
everything becomes professional
wresthng wuh a predetermined
outcome."
Current NCAA rules prohibit
student-athletes, coaches and athleti~ department employees from
bettmg on a college or professio nal sporting event, legally or illegaily. (Wagering on sports such as
boxing. auto racing or horse raeing is not against the rules.) They
also cannot share information with
gamblers.
Fewer than 60 percent of
Di vision I athletes-and fewer
than 40 percent of Division III athletes-said they knew the NCAA's
rules about sports wagering, which
call for penalties that could include
a loss of scholarship.
'That's alarming when you recognize that nearly 50 percent of
the student-athletes don't really
know or understand the rules,"
said Grant Teaff, vice-chair of the
NCAA task force and the executive director of the American
Football Coaches Association.
'To throw away your opportunity
for an education is one of the most
disastrous things that can happen
to a student-athlete."
The survey also found that
sports gambling on the Internet
was less commonplace than
expected, with just 5.3 percent of
Division I male athletes partaking.
It found that NCAA golfers
(30.3 percent) and lacrosse players
(29.3) were most likely to bet.
It also found that football was
twice as susceptible to point-shaving attempts as basketball and that
male athletes were four times more
likely than female athletes to bet.
"I should say parenthetically
that personally. as a religious figure, I don't think gambling is
morally abhorrent in and of
itself," Malloy said. "The question is not whether gamb ling is
acceptable-that's a policy question for the nation-but rather the
degree of harm that some people
can experience."
Specifically, when a studentathlete goes into debt for sports
betting and is then at the mercy of
a bookmaker.
"We're not trying to change the
world," Brand said. "Many people
have problems with gambling for
all kinds of reasons. Our issue is
the welfare of students There will
always be gambling, but we want
to control the situation better."

CilYBEAT
Wal-Mart has
groups at odds
over city stores
0 Proposed stores could destroy jobs, experts say
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Exhibit to ad~ human rights
0 Downtown art show will give account of persecuted Chinese practice
By Jeff Dannl

QyBealf*

'

Practitioners of an ancient
Chinese spiritual discipline are
hoping a new exhibition this
month in Chicago wil l bring
about social and political acceptance of their condemned lifestyle.
"Penecution Meets Pri nciple,"
~ exhibit that combines paintmg_<l, photos and performance art
to ill~strate the teachings and per~ut1on of the disciplinary praclice Falun Gong (alw known as
Falun Dafa), is being organized
by an an ociation of Falun Gong
practitionen in Chicago to raise
awareneu about struggles with
the Chine'IC government.
William Wu, an assistant profeuor in the Univer,ity of
Chicago·~
Department
of
Stall\ tics and Falun Gong practitioner. ~id that in 19')9, China's
then-leader Jiang Zc:min began a
c.ampaign to eliminate the praclice 1Jf' Palun Gtma in China, in
JYdrt becau'IC f'alun Gong practiti1mer\ were beginning to rJUt·
number
members of
the
Onnmunl~t l'~trty. In 1991!, there
were an ntimatcd 7() million to
HXJ millimr in l~JI! l'alun Ormg
pr114.tirirmer~ in China.
Wu al\!1 ' aid that ,irtu the per'IC(;Utirm' bepn more than I)()()
f'alun (frmg prac:tltlotters hnve
bun killed in <:hl111,, Mnd at lea'!
J(J(I,(J(., ha ve beeN \e tll Ill lalxn
c:am~.
'~'he

"1-'e r,ecutlrm
Meet.
l'riiiCipW' ts~hiblt will tak• piliCe
1111 Mlly 24 lind Mlly u •. It WI"

scheduled to coincide w.ith a May
27 heanng mthe lawsu1t brought
agamst Zemm by a group of
Falun ~o~g practitioners in a
U.S. DISinct Court In lllinois on
Oct. 18, 2002, said T?ny Liu, a
researcher at the Umversuy of
Chicago an~ Falu~ Gong practilloner wh.o IS helpmg to prepare
the matenals for the exhibit.
. "'!fe truly hope (this is ) the
VIVId w~y.~o show. how severe the
~rture IS, LIU sa1d. "Seeing this
kmd of torture .. · people can
become su~P?rtlv~ of us."
The .ex~l bll Will mclude live
dramall?.<~llons as ":'el.l as paintmgs and photos dep1ctmg the tort~re methods used . i~ China on
Falun Gon~ pract itioners. For
c~amplc, L1u said. one painting
Will show a mostly naked Chinese
man strapped liJ ~ bed in l~c middie of wmter ':"h1lc water IKbeing
poured onto h~s _bod_YBut the ex hi bit Will not specifically .concern the torture und per~u1 10n ?' l'alun Gong pructiuon~r~, ~a•~ Stephen Gregory. the
adrDIDIAtruuve coordinator of the
John M. ,Olin Center fm Inquiry
Into the rheory und l' ructice of
IJcmocmcy at the lln lvcr~lt y of
ChlcttJ.IO. It •will ui"J lllv~t rutc
practitioner~ re~ponscs to the
per~~ecutlonw und Jlnlun ClonJ.I's
central themes of trut hfuiJtcws,
cmnp111~ion 11nd tolcrnnl!c.
Orcgmy. " flalun Oc.mg pnrcll·
tlrtner who hM llcert fu cuntucr
wllh Llu nruJ CJth•r org•lll1.ers of
" Peu«:utlotl Met~~ 1-'rlrtclple,"
'aid there.have bt!t rtlltiVCrnl lnuldelltJ In ( hlc•11o or peOJllo llc.llrJI!

beaten and harassed because they
practice Falun Gong. and he
hopes the issue will resonate with
people in the city.
" I think the issue is larger than
Falun Gong, larger than China,"
Gregory said. "We' re hoping that
(people ) will be sobered by it and
they will be concerned."
The larger issue Gregory wants
people to be concerned about is
human rights, and the persecution
of Falun Gong practitioners he
said is "one of the greatest human
rights violations going on in the
world today."
''Those people who see the exhibit ion will haven greater nppreciation of whut's going on in Chinn
with Falun Gong," Gregory said.
Wu said that since Falun
Gong's introduction in Chinn in
1992, it hns spread uround the
world. und he cstimutcs there ure
hundreds of pructitioners in
Chicugo. making the persecutions
not un ly u globul concem, but
ulso u locul one.
Following its prcscntution in
Chlc ugo, " l'cr~ccutlo n Meets
Pri nciple" wllltrnvelto Montrcul
on June 2~ to col ncldo with tho
lntcrnutlonul Ouy Alltthut Tortu re
on June 26 nnd Wu•hln11ton , D. .,
oil July 20 to coincide with the
fift h unnlvcrNury or the urnck·
duwn Oil f1nlun Oon11l11 Chlllft 011
July 1\1.
'rhc hlc•go f'I'CNclltntiOII or
"J.'er~~CCutlon M!!cts J.'rlncilllc" will
tllkc pl n~e ut Fcdcrul l'lnu 111
IJeotborn und AdnlliN 811\1~1·8: on
Muy 24 rrutll 10 o.lll. ((l ~ p.ltl. lllld
Muy 26 fro111 1oh.tn. tu 4 1,..11,

By Mark W. Anderson
ly operated in more rural and subAssociate EdlOI'
urban communities, is seen by
Is any job that pays a wage many as making a push into inner
worth taking, especially if you' re city communities in an effort to
unemployed?
expand its customer base. In
That seems to be the question at April, the company lost a highthe heart of a controversy about profile battle in an effort to open
the proposed arrival of two Wal- an Inglewood, Calif., location and
Mart stores in Chicago, one in the currently finds itself faced with
West Side community of Austin similar battles over proposed
and the other in the South Side developments in Milwaukee and
neighborhood of Chatham. On Philadelphia.
one side of the battle are residents
Alderman Howard Brookins Jr.
of two economically-deprived of the 2 I st Ward, however, said he
communities, hungry for jobs and has already seen the power of
development, while on the other Wal-Mart in his community
stand a collection of communitY which include,. 83rd Street and
activists, union members, politi- Stewart Avenue.
cians and concerned citizens who
"WI_Ien [Wal-~art] satd- ~ey
see the world's largest company as were mterested m corning, there
a danger to communities every- was interest from other businesswhere, including their own.
es," he said. "Restaurants such as
The proposed arrivals, which Red Lobster and Applebee's, that
await a city council vote tentative- weren' t interested in corning into
ly scheduled for May 26, would be the inner city before, signed onto
the retail giant's flfSt operations the project."
within the city limits, even though
For its part, Wal-Mart, the
there are already more than 50 largest company in the world with
Wai-Mart and Sam's Club toea- more than $233 billion in sales
lions in the greater Chicago area. last year, is promising 235 jobs at
The Austin location is slated 10 the Kilpatrick Avenue location
replace a vacant building at 1657 alone and projects that the Austin
N. Kilpatrick Ave., while the store will generate $54 million in
Chatham store is part of a larger sales and more than $4 million in
shopping development proposed state, county and local taxes in its
for an abanfirst year of
doned steel plant
'.'Wal-Mart spans so OliD1 operation.
S. different secus ... they're a
As part of its
at 830 I
completely dift'erent aDimaJ m a r k e t i n g
Stewart Ave.
For
some, tbari other types of stores." c a m p a i g n
Wal-Mart simtoward comply cannot come --Citim$ MehkJ, Uniwrsity munity resifast enough to of IUinms CenMr for Urboil dents,
the
these job- and
Economic ~lopment
company touts
deve lopme nt its record of
starved communities.
hiring
from
"We want Wni-Mart to come within the areas it serves, its ftnnnhcre because it's going 10 bring cial support for community-based
jobs and opportunity to our area," organizations and the kind of
Sltid Aldermon Emma Mitts of the unlimited job opportunities that
37th Ward, which includes Austin. come with being o worldw ide
" I believe that wherever Wni-Mart operation. As part of nn economic
is, people will come to that com- impact report the l'Ompony genamunhy. and having 8 Wni-Mnrt nted spt.-cilknlly for the Chk:~o
here Is going to nttroct other busi- propo.·•nls. W1ti-Mart lists ,-ontrincsscs. We· re looking to become n hutinns of $200 million in ,·hnritnpurtner with them."
blc donutions in 2002 and suvs
For Mitts und others, the ques- two-thirds of its store mnm~~·
tion Is ~lmplc: n 1e opening of n ment ussocintes compunywid~
Wui· MIIrt bcnct1ts uvcryonu hy stnrt~d their ctueefll in h<lurll·
crcnting rctuil untl constnrction positions.
·
jobs, nlon11 with incrcnsing thu
But for otherll Ct\il'tl~-d in this
number of shopphlll opportunities bttttlc. whnt Wnl-Mart pn•mis~s
In tho ttreu. nddhrg tn~ rcvclluos simply isn't good CIIOI'tlh. Tht•y
1111d tlltruutlng other rotnilol'll such point to thll ~'llmpllll)''s histtlf)' "f
M rcstnurunts, cotl'ee shop,~ nnd
union·b\tsth\i. tmfnlr lnhor 1)111\'·
III'I!Cilry M
torcs to neighborhoods tlclls, Its nhillty to ~~·urc tn:\
thut hnvl\n't hud nutlonnl retnilm
brcttks from flMm:hlll.y slrttpt'll'\1
Interested In Optll'lltina whhinth~ir numlclplllltlcs nntl point tn .,,.,_
bou11durlcs for yours. If liN tllllll'll thnt h~:~ttlld ofcrcllth~t~.i'"'-'·
lle\:hdos. Fur htlr ,.1rt, Mitts c8li- thll nvcrllill Wni· Mnrt hli."Ath•n
1
mutes thllt uncmploymcllt In her ttctmllly ~rcnscs cmpl11 llll'lll 111
llOitllliUIIIty cumllltly st~llds 1\1\Y 111\1\lll lli'CII by drlvhli \1$ ltl\'nl
8UIIIIlWhl\1'C IINUnd ()() lll\f\.'\\111.
~'01\lptllli0\1 OOt Uf b\tt\1111), s, 011

WIII•Mnl\, whh:h hM hlstori~l\1·

H
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